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Mr. Speer 

Dr. Robert E. Speer, 
156 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City. 

My dear Bobby, 

Referring to your letter of December 15th, 

1925 requesting this office to "fill up the blanks 

in the first section of the report dealing with the 

present spiritual condition of the Church" I am 

herewith enclosing a copy of this Report which con¬ 

tains the information you desire. 

You will note that a correction was made in your 

figures, namely, your report listed new names on our 

roll of ministers as 1883 whereas it should be 3186 

and 1883 is the number coming from other denominations. 

If I can be of further assistance do not hesitate 

to call upon me. 

With kindest personal regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

i-Trw. 
Lewis S. Mudge, 

Stated Clerk. 
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Dr. Robert E. Speer, 
156 Fifth Avenue, 
Few York, New York. 
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Vi? 

February 4, 1926. 

% dear Speer: 
Some time ago I received from Dr. Swearingen 

a request to formulate my views as to the report which, the Commission 
should make to the General Assembly, and forward him a copy thereof 
for use of his Committee on Rexxirt. I assume that you and all other 
members of the Commission received a similar letter. 

Following his request I prepared a suggested report. It has struck 
me that possibly It might be of advantage for us to know in advance 
of our meeting in Chicago how we are viewing the problem which we are 
expected to solve. I am, therefore, enclosing copy of what I sent Dr. 
Swearingen which, while it is rather rough in spots, indicates my 
views as to the position which the Commission should take. 

The main point that I seek to make is that if the Standards of the 
Church are to be changed or interpreted in such a way as to make them 
more definite in regard to certain particular doctrines this should be 
done by amendment to the Constitution and not by deliverance of General 
Assembly. I think sooner or later the Church has got to face this issue, 
and its determination in final form should, in my opinion, unquestion¬ 
ably be by the Presbyteries voting separately rather than by any action 
which the General Assembly may take. 

i Ifyou have formulated your views, 1 would appreciate having an oppor¬ 
tunity of reading them jjrior to our meeting in Chicago. Our time to¬ 
gether there is so short that I would consider it of great advantage 
to study them in advance. 

With kind regards, believe me, 
Sincerely yours. 

3nclosure 



This Commission was appointed toy the General Assembly 

of 1925 "to study the present spiritual condition of our Church 

and the causes making for unrest and to report to the next General 

Assembly to the end that the purity, peace, unity and progress of 

the Church might he assured”. 

The Commission has endeavored to meet the obligations imposed 

by its appointment. Owing to the geographical location of its 

membership, it has been impossible for it to hold frequent meet¬ 

ings either o? the whole Cofamission or of sub-committees appointed 

by it. It has, therefore, been unable to make as complete and 

accurate a survey as it would desire either of the present spiritual 

condition of the Church or the causes making for unrest, notwith¬ 

standing this situation certain facts seem to us to be evident. 

(as for the spiritual condition of the Church the report of Br. 

Speer's committee admirably covers the situation and should be 

quoted from at length.) 

CAUSES OF USRgST 

The fact of unrest must, we think, be admitted. Its extent, 

however, is subject to question. In some sections it seems to be 

acute; in others, if it exists, it exists only in a slight degree. 

The discussion of certain theological questions which has 

taken place during the past few years has unfortunately developed 

along lines which are not conducive to peace. The vigor of the 

argument has caused increasing feelings of antagonism. Charges 

and counter-charges, personal attacks and rejoinders have resulted 



in awakening resentment and confusing the real points at issue. 

We think that too great emphasis has been placed upon those 

matters on which there is not agreement, and too little on those in 

which there is. In our investigation we have been impressed quite 

as much by substantial agreement on many points of those who held 

widely divergent views on others. That we should have found a 

divergence of theological views is not surprising, such conditions 

have existed throughout the entire history of the Church. The real 

question at issue is not the reconciliation of these divergent 

views, but the determination as to whether or not those holding 

views so divergent may each fin& a place within our Church organisa¬ 

tion, so that the main question to be determined is the extent to 

which individual interpretation may be placed upon the Standards 

of our Church. 

That the question is one of interpretation is evidenced 

first, by the fact that apparently there is no desire on the part 

of any for change in the present standards of the church, the 

difference arising over the interpretation which is placed upon 

the existing Standards. Second, that those holding identical theo¬ 

logical views differ as to the extent to which individual interpre¬ 

tation of the Church standards may be exercised. 

The General Assembly of 1910 adopted a declaration that 

"five articles of Faith enumerated in the declaration are essential 

and necessary; others are equally so". Digest, Vol. 1, lage 275. 

The General Asseaflaly of 1926 in deciding a judicial 

complaint against the action of the Hew York presbytery in licensing 



a candidate for the tiiniefcry who had declined to affix© or 

disavow a boll of in one of th* artloleo declared by the General 

Assembly of iflo to bo essential and am—smtw” bald that m 

affirmance of such doctrine by a candidate for the ministry was 

essential to Me licensure, and that snob re«oireri®nt of 

affirmance was am the ,fegt®blish©& lews of th® Chunk** 

Minute® General AewwMty 192$, $ age ®$ at »?. 

It Is beliovsd by many that this eta tenant aj* Fearing in 

the does Mon of the Assembly of 19£8 was sot aeeurate in that 

the deliverance of the General Assembly of If 10 did not heeeme 

the rteetaiO,l@hea law of the eimretr* bet that It; effect wee 

constitutionally limited to that of advice and direction to the 

Presbytery a® to th® course to be pursued by then in licensing 

or refusing to license candidates for the ministry, end that the 

only settee* by which the Article© of faith enumerate* in the 

deliverance of If10 eenl* beeeae the •ot.t&bllehod law of the 

Chnreb” we* by an aaandaeBt to the constitution. 

itfeout passing upon the correctness of this view or the 

oonstitutioael questions therein involve*, it my be said that 

the decision of the General Aeaeal&y of 1*** in boldine that the 

’established law of the Church'* required aabeeriytion to the 

doctrines declared by the Genera1 »«o«bly of 191 to be 

“essential end neee®«e*3T was a radical departure from previous 

practice. fTtm the adoption of the Jem of Government in 1788 

until the present time the eenstitutiensl questlone propounded 

to saaiidetee for Uo«hwi or ordination have resained 



unaltered. (See Digest. Vol. II, Page 7) It has been uniformly 

recognized, as stated in the Act of Subscription, adopted in 1729 

d igest. Vol. II, page 4) that articles of the Confession or 

Catechism are and certain articles are not "essential and neces¬ 

sary in doctrine, worship or government", and the determination 

as to which articles are or are not 'essential and necessary 

has heretofore been left for the individual presbyteries to 

determine upon the examination of candidates. The questions are 

general in form, and we have not been able to find any instance 

prior to the General Assembly of 1910 where an attempt lias been 

made to authoritatively define what articlos are "essential and 

necessary" as distinguished fro® those whieh are not "essential 

and necessary'* in doctrine. 

She Reunion of the Old and Few Schools was effected upon 

the basis of subscription to the present Standards with a 

recognition on the part of both Old and Sew schools that while 

both affirmed adherence to the same Standards they were differ¬ 

ently interpreted. 

It is significant that prior to the time when the Reunion 

was consummated attempts had been made to effect* a reunion upon 

a declaration of "essential and necessary" doctrine. Joint 

committees had been appointed who attempted to define essential 

and necessary" doctrine in terms satisfactory to both schools. 

The result was uniform failure, and reunion was only secured by 

an agreement for subscription to the existing standards on the 

basis of individual interpretation. That the theological differ- 



eaces separating the Old and Sew Schools were as acute and as 

broadly divergent as those held today will he shown by an examina¬ 

tion of the record at the time of division, and the fact that those 

holding such divergent views could unite under our present Standards 

is evidence of the wide extent which was granted at that time to 

individual interpretation. See the whole subject of Reunion 

"Presbyterian Beunion Memorial" Chap. V. Also Digest vol. II, 

pages 34 et seq. 

The Beunion of the Cumberland Church was effected upon the 

same basis, namely, adherence to the standards with individual 

determination of the question of "necessary and essential" Articles 

of j’sith. Digest Vol. II, Page 47. 

That Individual interpretation was the policy of the Church 

existing at the time of the Beunion with the Cumberland Church is 

evidenced by the deliverance of the General Assembly of 1906 made in 

connection therewith, in which it was declared that - 

"The General Assembly . earnestly 
desiring to retain in the membership of each 
particular church everyone in connection 
therewith prior to the consummation of the 
Reunion; and being apprehensive that some 
of them may be reluctant to acquiesce in 
what has now bean effected, because of cer¬ 
tain misapprehensions which should be re¬ 
moved if possible, now solemnly declares 
.that ministers, ruling elders, and 
deacons, in expressing approval of the 
iostiainster Confession of Faith as revised 
in 1903, are required to assent only to 
the system of doctrine contained therein, 
ftnfi not to every particular statement in 
it; and inasmuch as the two Assemblies 
meeting in 1904 did declare that there 
was then a sufficient agreement between 
the systems of doctrine contained in the 
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Confession of the two churches to warrant 
the Union of the Churches, therefore the 
change of doctrinal Standards resulting 
from the Union invokves no change of belief 
on the part of any who were ministers, 
ruling elciers or deacons in the Cwnberland 
I-resbyterian Church”, Digest, Voi. II, 
Page 71. 

Without discussing the constitutional power of the General 

Assembly to define ana determine what are and what are not 'essential 

and necessary” Articles of Faith, or the effect of the Assembly’s 

deliverance in connection therewith upon the various presbyteries 

in relation to the licensure of candidates, we think it may safely 

be said that if the deliverance of the Assembly of 1910 to be con¬ 

sidered the ”established law of the Church” it constitutes a radical 

change in the practice of our Church. 

e believe that this matter is of such vital importance 

that if such change is to be effected it should be done by con¬ 

stitutional amendment, and not by Assembly deliverance, our reasons 

being: 

FIRSf: That if power reposes in the ssesably to determine 

what, are and what are not "essential and necessary" Articles of 

Faith, it is a power the exercise of which would destroy permanence 

ana consistency. If one Assembly may determine that a certain 

doctrine is essential, the next Assembly, having equal powers, may 

determine that it is non-essential; and® likewise, one Assembly may 

determine a doctrine to be non-essential which the next Assembly 

may determine to be essential. Presbyteries and applicants for 

licensure are, therefore, left in doubt as to the requirements 

-6- 



which will b® imposed upon those seeking admission to the 

ministry of the Presbyterian Chureh, a condition which clearly 

ought not to exist. 

SECOLT): It is a subject v&ieh will involve serious con¬ 

sequences and on which there is no unanimity of opinion, and, 

therefore, should he decided not by the representatives of the 

Church, but by the Church itself. The constitution provides a 

very definite and simple method for its amendment, and if it is 

the desire of the Church at large to alter the terms of sub¬ 

scription which have existed since its establishment in the 

United States, that action should be taken after deliberation 

and in a constitutional manner by the Chureh at large, and not 

through the action of an Assembly, whose membership changes from 

year to year. That the Church has the power to restrict its 

membership to those holding view® and beliefs which it deems 

essential and which it defines with particularity is unquestioned, 

but in our opinion so radical an alteration in practice should 

not be done except in that definite and orderly way provided by 

tue constitution. 

We think it should be added that whether the action of 

the Assembly of 1910 was constitutional or unconstitutional, if 

it be held to be now the "established law of the Church" its 

effect is the same as though the question required by the Form 

of Government to be subscribed by candidates had been amended 

by adding thereto the five doctrines declared to be "essential 

and necessary". 

-7- 



Ve feel that it is of the utmost importance that if the 

constitution ie to he amended, it should he done by direction and 

not hy indirection. If, therefore, the General iesomhly shall 

determine that it ie advisable to amend the Form of Government 

hy adding to the require.seats provided for licensure and ordina¬ 

tion a subscription to the doctrines declared hy the Assembly 

of 1910 to he "essential and necessary", in our opinion it should 

submit to the resbytarias an amendment to our form of Government 

to effectuate that purpose. 

?e believe, however, that this action should be postponed 

for at least one year. She present discussion has awakened such 

a depth of feeling and such antagonisms as to prevent the calm, 

earnest and deliberate consideration which the importance of this 

question requires. Its determination is fraught with vital con¬ 

sequences, and the conclusion should be reached in a spirit of 

calmness whictx cannot be found in the midst of controvert and 

argument. 

•'he belief, more or less widely held, that the actios of 

the General Assembly of 1925 in the determination of the G ats ease 

was an unconstitutional exercise of power by it raises smother 

question of serious import. 

ours is a Church with a written constitution in which the 

powers of the various ehuroh judicatories are definitely defined, 

fhe purpose of the written constitution is the protection of the 

rights of the minority. The majority is always in a position to 

protoot its own rights, but a constitution is adopted for the 

-8- 



purpose of preventing a majority from invading the rights of a 

minority. 

We think it must he admitted that whether the action of 

the General Assembly of 1925 was or was not constitutional some 

General Assembly may take some aotion which it is not authorised 

to do tinder our constitution, and may thereby invade the rights 

of minorities and individuals. 

Under our present constitution there seems to be no 

method provided for nullifying such unconstitutional exercise of 

power. It might be well, therefore, to provide for & review on 

constitutional grounds of Assembly action. This might tfell be 

done by providing for a referendum to the Presbyteries on the 

action of the General Assembly where a petition of a given number 

of Presbyteries is filed objecting to such aotion upon constitution¬ 

al grounds. This, of course, would require an amendment to the 

constitution, and if this amendment shall be adopted we think the 

exercise of the power therein granted should be limited solely to 

the determination of constitutional questions. 

we believe the present discussion has been carried beyonl 

the limit which should be permitted within the confines of a church 

of Christ. Articles have been published imputing to those within 

our ministry doctrines and views which are either not justified or 

should subject those holding them to judicial action. 'e have had 

called to our attention publications reflecting upon those holding 

responsible positions in our Church government against the members 

of the Boards of our Church; against those who are prominent in our 

-9 
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ministry, which are either true or untrue. If they are true, 

the Church courts are open. If they are untrue they are so 

clearly scandalous as to subject their authors to disciplinary 

action. See Digest, Vol. I, page 270. 

The time has come when in our opinion some positive 

action should be taken by the General Assembly to restrict the 

character of the discussion and require it to proceed in an 

orderly and Christian manner. Questions of theological differ¬ 

ence must, of course, be held open to discussion, but this 

discussion should be conducted in a tolerant manner with a 

recognition of honesty and belief and purpose on the part of 

all who engage therein. In aueh discussion personal criticism 

and vituperative language should have no part. 

in the present discussion it is likely that all that 

need be said has been said on both sides, and that further 

argument will only lead to increased tension. If a truce of a 

year could be had in which all would agree that the matters now 

under controversy should be held in abeyance and that discussion 

upon them should he discontinued, the determination of the 

position which the Church should take in relation thereto could 

be made in an atmosphere which would enable it to reach such a 

conclusion as would be conducive to the "peaee”, unity and 

purity of the Church”. 

It might be well at this time if the members of each 

presbytery should again publicly declare, as was done in the 

'-104 



Adopting Act, that they "do solemnly agree that none of ub will 

traduce or use any opprobrious term to those who differ from us 

in these extraessential and not neeessary points of dictrine, 

but treat them with the same friendship, kindness and brotherly 

love, as if they had not differed from us in such sentiments" 

airf the broadest use to the terms "extraessential" and "not 

necessary". 

It should be recalled that all those holding office in 

our Church have solemnly promised to study not only the purity 

of the Church, but its peaee and unity, and in the pledge to 

which they have subscribed peace is pl&eed first* 

•WO, therefore, recommend: 

1. That consideration be given to an amendment to 

the constitution restricting individual interpretation, the 

determination of this question to be postponed until the 

General Assembly of 1927. 

2. That consideration be given to providing some 

method of appeal where an action of the General Assembly is 

attacked upon eonstiuutional grounds. 

3. That the General Assembly by deliverance oonTey 

to the presbyteries the necessity of the cessation of the 

unnecessarily acrimonious character of the discussion and direct¬ 

ing the Presbyteries to subject to discipline those who without 

cause attack or misrepresent beliefs of those who may di^er from 

them, thereby imperiling the peace of the Chureh. 

If these views are adopted, we further recommend: 

-11- 
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4. Bitter the continuance of this Commission or the 

appointment of a similar Commission, who shall continue during 

the year the study of the questions submitted to us. Such 

Commission will hare the opportunity of further investigations 

which will enable it to determine in a broader and more particular 

way the matters which we have had under consideration. 

We think further opportunities should be given for 

individuals to give to such Commission expression of their views; 

that particular consideration should be given to ascertaining the 

character of the instruction being given in our theologioal 

seminaries to those who are to enter our ministry; that it should 

consider generally the effect of present methods of education 

upon our youth. In other words, that the broadness and importance 

of the correct solution of the difficult problem which has been 

presented to us will be aided by further study and researoh. 

I 
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My dear Dr. Speer:- 

It was good of you to write that you could see me this 
week. Instead of taking your time in this way, I have decided 
to send you copies of the statements I have sent to Dr. Swearin¬ 
gen. The second statement represents some change of feeling on 
my part. It was written after I had received Dr. Machen’s type¬ 
written statement made to our Commission. 

I regret very much to read the announcement of a plan 
of some of our brethren to complicate the situation by the forma¬ 
tion of a-church-wide committee to fight modernism. I fear that 
this means that the next Assembly will be in no mood to consider 
mediating views. 

Let me explain that, while in my longer paper to Dr. 
Swearingen I reach the conclusion that the plan of submission to 
Presbyteries is sound, and that it should be done with delibera¬ 
tion, in the second paper I have tried to find a way to secure 
more immediate action. I have in fact come to doubt the wisdom 
of postponement. There is a strong desire in the church for some¬ 
thing immediate. One of the ablest professors at Wooster - as con¬ 
servative as Dr. McCartney - writes to me urging speedy action of 
some kind. To my surprise too he proposes that the settlement, 
while protective of doctrine, should be onttolerant and liberal 
basis. 

Again I have come to question submission to Presbyteries 
as a method. It would spread the trouble everywhere, and would 
furnish abundant opportunity for propaganda. The two sides of 
the church woula/thoroughly lined up, pro and con. I fear that 
action of Presbyteries would not give us peace. Back of any deci¬ 
sion would still remain the question of toleration. 

I have therefore given much attention to the considera¬ 
tion of some possible plan to be recommended by our Commission at 
the next Assembly for immediate adoption. On the whole I think 
that there is more chance of capturing an average Assembly with 
some immediate proposal than with a plan reaching into the future. 

As has so often happened in church history, our troubles 
center about words and phrases. There are two such which, if we 
could rightly resolve them, might help us. One of these is "estab¬ 

lished lav/ of the church", and the other is "essential". 
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First. "Established law of the church". What is it, 

and what is its origin? I believe that we are agreed that action 

of the Assembly cannot be regarded as such. This phrase used by 

the Judicial Decision of 1925 affords us a good opportunity to 

show (see Judge Loomis' Report) what kind of law the General Assembly 

can enact and what not. If we can establish this distinction and 

get the Assembly to vote it, we may wisely decide to let the matter 

rest there, without submitting the subject to Presbyteries. This 

might also satisfy those who feel that our present constitution is 
sufficient. 

Second. 'Essential'(especially as applied to the Virgin 

Birth). We ought to be able to show the Assembly the unwisdom of 

leaving this word without explanation as a source of irritation 

among us. Personally I would be willing to have the Assembly re¬ 

affirm the Virgin Birth as 'essential', provided it would add a 

recognition of variation in the approach of believers to this subject. 

At the very least the Assembly should define 'essential'. 

The advantage I see in this proposal, is that we may be 

able to induce the Assembly to indicate what it would regard as a 

credible testimony by its office-bearers to the Virgin Birth. All 

this means no letting down of the doctrine. But it does mean neces¬ 

sary and just clarification, and it gives to some of our brethren 

who are less concerned than others about this doctrine a chance to 

stand even under an affirmation of 'essential'. 

I feel that there is little hope of persuading the Assembly 

to abandon 'essential'. But there is some hope of persuading the 

Assembly to qualify the word most justly in the manner indicated. 

Unless this is done we shall have an increasing number of clearly 

loyal men who will grow uneasy under the present order. 

So far as the liberals are concerned, there is little doubt 

that if the action on the Virgin Birth remains without qualification 

as the "established law" (on the authority of the Assembly), there 

will be an immediate break in the line here in Kew York. It will 

spread more widely. But I am convinced that action of the kind sug¬ 

gested, retaining 'essential', but qualifying its use and meaning, 

will break the force of and perhaps check this defection. 

If you would like to talk over these subjects before you 

meet with your sub-committee I shall try to come to your office at 

your convenience. 
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EDGAR WHITAKER WORK 
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In short this proposal calls for a statement on how K' 

"established law" can and cannot be enacted; recognizes the status 

quo as to 'essential', but proposes a qualification in the interest 

of just comprehension and freedom; and offers to the Assembly a min¬ 

imum of action without postponement. 

I am with warm esteem, 

Cordially yours, 



COPY 

Rev. Henry Chapman Swearingen,E.D., 

780 Summit Avenue, 

St. Paul, iiinn. 
,.y deai- Dr. Swearingen:- 

ill you allow me a few words supplementary to tho Statement I have 

already sent to you? 
In the former paper I made use of the phrase - mediating view of 

the Virgin Birth. Let me say by way of further explanation that this means 

nothing more than a view that is broad enough in statement to allow of some 

variation among brethren in their approach to the subject. (Of course it does 

not allow in any way for denial). 1 have been searching in niy own mind for 

some form of treatment that would mean the maintenance of the stand taken by 

the Assembly, and would also admit that there are permissible varieties in 

personal attitude. 
That such variation exists is beyond doubt, iven among those who 

approve of the tern 'essential’ there is nevertheless lack of uniformity as 

to degree, Vo some it is essential in one way, and to others in another way. 

besides the question is not merely one in which students are concerned. It 

is a ques ion in which established and well-matured members of bur ministry 

are concerned. 
It appeal's to me that if we could impressively point out this situ¬ 

ation to the Assembly we might secure som< action that would relieve the pres¬ 

sure now felt in some responsible quarters. 

Light has come from an unexpected source. I have ro-read Dr. achen’s 

:tatament to tho Commission. It is a clear and able statement. But it practi¬ 

cally obliterates the ri ht of private judgment. It ignores the provisions of 

cur Constitution for tho protection of the individual conscience. It is un¬ 

bending, immovable, wholly lacking in a legitimate spirit cf compromise. 

Yet even this rigid and uncompromising statement reveals some varia¬ 

tion of attitude in the matter of tho Virgin Birth. That is, Dr. Lauchen him¬ 

self is not sure how far the terra ’essential’ should go. True he tells us that 

he believes that, the Virgin Birth is essential to a Christian system! Vp.6,7, . 

But he is not clear as to whether the Virgin Birth is ’essential’ to salvation. 

"I am not quite prepared to say what are the minimum doctrinal requirements, for 

salvation". x x x x "I am not quite prepared to say with regard to individuals 

whether because they "fefuse to affirm this or that, that they are not Christians, 

and I think when it comes to individuals we o ght to be very patient indeed in 

our attitude toward them" .(?.?*' 

notice further that while Dr. achem, .10 • would defend the status quo 

of Assembly action on the Virgin Birth as a n©<essary ’’corporate witness , he 

does by implication recognize some right (or r,t least po:.sibilityj of individ¬ 

ual variance. 
In short, are v/e not considerably at sea (even Dr. achen himself) as 

to the term ’essential’? And if this is true may we not understand sympatheti¬ 

cally the tension which some (even thoroughly evangelical) ministers feel And 

may we not hope that some wise handling of this word will help? 

This leads no to wake two practical suggestions lo king towaru recom¬ 

mendation to the Assembly. 
First - That our Commission recommend to the /sserably that the . ssemfcly 

take action re-affirming tho Virgin Birth as an essential doctrine of the Lurch, 

and recognizing the fact that a credible testimony to this doctrine may at the 

same time bo characterized by some variation. 
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(I think that such action would tend to peace. It would certainly 

relieve those who feel that tho sheer unqualified use of the term ’essential’ 

is too severe for them, i oreover, I think that it would reduce tho problem 

of Presbyteries with candidates to clearer terns inasmuch as .it raises the 

question of a credible testimony. The question in relation to a student would 

■then take this form - "Does the testimony of this student, despite his varia¬ 

tions, constitute a credible testimony"? Of course as now the decisions of 

Presbyteries would remain subject to complaint and to review and control by 
the Assembly). 

Alternative Action. 

If the above action should be^eeped impracticable inall the circum¬ 

stances, I suggest that our ComraiscionTproposa to the General Assembly to take 

action defining in clear terras what is meant by the terra ’essential’, as ap¬ 

plied to the Virgin Birth, and what constitutes a credible testimony to it. 

(it is possible that the Assembly might see the trouble we face with 

this word, and realize the justice to all concerned of some action calculated 

to relieve misunderstanding and tension. It is also my hope that such a propo¬ 

sal would tend to check the movement toward withdrawal from our ministry. The 

present case is one where the minority should feel bpund to respect tho will of 

the majority. But it is also a case where the majority can not afford to disre¬ 

gard with nonchalant indifference the conscientious feelivigs of a loyal minority) 

You will understand, my dear Dr. Swearingen, how anxibus I am to help 

in this matter, know:!n, as I do, the situation that we faco in New York Presbytery 

as well as in other quarters of the church. 

1 am, as ever, 

Faithfully yours, 

(Signed) ’ dgar Whitaker ork. 
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tntoment to the Corjaittoe _on Report 

submitted by 

' dt,rvr Whitaker ork. 

I Introductory 

The confer encos and studies of the CoraraiBsion of Fifteen have produced 
definite impressions as follows - 

(1) The reality of an underlying unit; and fellowship in Christ that is 
deeper than any differences that exist. 

<Z Tho recognition of lovo and pati nco ns active principles in obtaining 
an approach to the present problems, 

(3) The difficulty of reconciling extremes, .ut tho corresponding hope c.f 
invoking peace throu h the great body of int.rosedinto persons and 
opinions, 

(4) It is clearly proved that the separation of tho church would bo unnec- 
es;. r; md futile. So far as we con judge it is hoi th< will 
roat Head of the Church. 

(S' It is also plain that no progress can bo mado in sottlin; the unrest 
of tho church, without the recognition of tolerances as a principle Ik- 
longing to Presbyterian doctrine, government rnd history. 

(6) There arc two main obligati:ns upon us at tho pre.ent time - 
{a) To defend and preserve the integrity of Presbyterian doctrine. 
(b To conserve tho just liberties of all concerned, in the spirit 

of our constitution. 
(7) There arc really only two principal questions that trouble us. 

(a) The extent of the Assembly’s power to act for tho church in matters 
of doctrine and practice, 

(b) The Virgin Birth. Is it an ’essential* doctrine? If sc, how is 
it essential and how shall it be used with students? 

X X X X X X X X X X X X XX X X X X X X X X 

’he Form of the Commission's deport. 

This is suggested in the motion providing for tho appointment of ho 
Coi mission. 

11 Spiritual conditions i ; tho church. 
(2) Causes of unrest in the church. 
(3* Cuggestins (and Recommendations'. 

©mark 1. dr.ch car will of course bo ivon to the analysis of conditi ns. 
This in itself'will tend to produce confidence and quiet. T > 
anatomy of the-trouble will be the first step toward its cure, 

©mark 2. It is important however that he Report should bo a const, uctivo 
document - a report to which the church can rally in its time of 
need, 

Remark 3. An evasive and colorless report would be futile. he church de¬ 
sires a solution if it c.- n bo found. Of course the deport will 
be . onciliatory, but it v/ill not be partisan. It will try to 
sot up a etandard. 

xxxxxxxxxxxx X X X X X X x x x x x 
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J one and Contents of the Report. 

(1) In the main there should be a strong note of Rc-assurance. The res¬ 

toration of confidence is needed. The Presbyterian church Is histor¬ 

ically a steady and reliable church. Lot tie trust ourselves and v . 
others. Note that re-aesurance is needed on Loth aides. Fundamentale-"* 

have fears, so also have liberals. 

(2) One ^reat service of a report such as is contemplated will be in the 

line of Clarification. The material gathered btj cur sub-comriitt ec 

is magnificent. If only this .material could be given to the church 

as a wholel 
(3) There will therefore no doubt be a strong, paragraph in tho Report show¬ 

ing the absolute unwisdom of separation. The statement will be re-en- 

forced by the material of Dr, err's report. This should be a ringing 

statement, such as will command attention. 

(4) Another strong paragraph should deal with tho odium theological that 

has appeared on both sides in the present controversy. Voint out that 

calumny is censurable and lawless, and call upon the eneral Assembly 

to proclaim the end of calumniating strife among brethren. ( here 

will be, I believe, immediate response; to this suggestion. The church 

feels dishonored by tho kind of strife carried on, particularly in 

religious papers, and wishes it to stop . 

(5) 'here will be, 1 hope, a carefully-framed paragraph on the Attitude of 

the Presbyterian Lurch Toward - cio-nce, shoving, that Presbyter:"ans are 

not afraid f truth, wherever it breaks forth, and that we welcome tho 

aid of reverent science in establishing the Kin don of truth. 

(6) A section of the Report, 1 thin , should deal widely ith t’.c Church’s 

: natural Caro of Youn, People. This applies especially to students. 

The church wee a duty to its younger constituency who are meeting in 

thoir studies many problems of modern times. 

v cot ark. I favor some discussion at this point of the imporfcctioni of our 

system of handling candidate;, for tho ministry. Tho system in 

vogue is responsible for much -f the trouble about students. ome 

plan of ’follow-up' (until they appear for licensure 5s what 1 

mean. Probably many instances of student-disaster might be avoided 

under 'wise guidance. Unually Presbytery knows little or nothing \ 

about a student until he appears for licensure, 

('/) 1 feel that there should be a careful and positive statement on the 

subject of Toleration. It is as truly a constitutional obligation with 

resbyterians to practise toleration as it is to require adherence to 

subscription obli aliens. It is the Christian way of escape from divi¬ 

sion and schism. very decade- .sight -.ring us some threatened separation 

if we are not wise enough to follow a Christian policy of Just compre¬ 

hension and tolerance. 

Remark. One of the mooted questions of to controversy has boon the compre¬ 

hensive church. This mean; nothing, dangerous. It merely means 

that historic Freebyterianisr. is not narrow, fudged by its own 

standards an. traditions it is wisely comprehensive. -.erefoio our 

church cannet be made either a fundamentalist or a liberal church. 

In fact it is and ought to be both. 

(8) I favor propoein, to the Assembly a Resolution to Tease Controversy. 

Such a resolution would be respected; and the action would uo down 

in history. It would bo hailed as a profoundly Christian thin to do, 

end would put the Presbyterian churci in a stron position before the 

world. The subjects of controversy have been talked out, and wo arc 
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agreed that ther is no reason to separate. Why not stop! 
Remark. The Baptist Seeociation of New York recently resolved to give up 

controversy for one year until tho budget is raisedi (' ep irtod 
in daily press . 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX xxxxx 

( The Report might be concluded at this point. But to do so would be to 
leave the Report open to Vko char es of onoralisatIon, va. ueness and 
evasion. Some hoid+JjJjat it is irjproper for this Coraniseion to discuss 
Aeeembly Control and virgin Birth, the ? soembly havln,. already taken 
notion cn these subjects. 

r.ueh reasonin is inadequate, e aro at last in our church face to 
face with matters which have been long troubling us. There must there¬ 
fore be a good degree of frankness in handling these subjects. To evade 
them now would be a serious blunder. Besides it is exactly'at this point 
that we ere threatened with division. If the recent actions of the seem- 
bly are to remain as "the established law of the church" (phrase used in 
Judicial, decision of 1925) the. e is little doubt that an influential mi¬ 
nority of cur ministers and churches will withdraw. It is therefore nec¬ 
essary, in ay judgment, for the Report to deal re wisely as possible ith 
the Two Main Questions.) 

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

The Report continued. Dealing with the question of the Ixtent of tho 
Authority of the Assembly in Iseuin Actions of a Theological her- 
actor, and in Controlling the Action of Pr sbyteriee in the matter 
of the Licensure and Ordination of Students for the inietry. 
".'his involves the discussion of the relative constitutional rifts 
cf the General Assembly and the Church as represented by the Presby¬ 
teries, 
Tour possibilities lie before us, 

(1) Advise the waif reu nc of tho status quo (i..-. etion of tho Assembly 
of 1925). 

■emark. This would probably result la immediate defection of an influential 
group. It might ultimat ly mean a split. The situation being so 
critical it would be wise for the church to study this subject care¬ 
fully before precipitating def etion or division, 

(2) Advise that the present constitution 3b adequate, and contains a euro 
in itself, 

Remark I This would be unsatisfactory. The truth is that the constitution 
is vague on this subject. Trouble has always existed on this sub¬ 
ject under our constitution. 

Remark 2. Not:, (l) and (2) both ignore the desire of many to have the ques¬ 
tion referred to the Presbyter.ios for definite action, von the 
Herald and Presbytor stated editorially in substance - hile the 
General. Assembly has authority etc. etc., it would bo better and 
safer to submit tho whole question to the Presbyteries. 

Remark 3. vidently the question is so important as to require time for 
deliberation. Hasty action should be avoided. 

(3) It might be wise to suggest that the church study this question care¬ 
fully for a period of one or two years (probably through another Com¬ 
mission' , and that then, if it be doomed wise, the whole question bo 
submitted to tho Pr sbyteries. 
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(4) Probably the beet curse would be to call attention to the distinc¬ 
tions contained in Judge Loomis' report, no to the kind of lav; the 
Assembly may enact, and the dangers of Assembly action that need to 
be guarded against. (This too may lead to reference to the Presbyteries*. 

Remark.1. I favor (4) or a combination of (2) and (4;. 
Remark 2. On the whole the plan that ceiateroplatee submission to Presbyteries 

is sound. The views of those who hold this position should be 
met in some equivalent and sa'. isfyin way. The f^gr of the in¬ 
fringement of constitutional liberties by the Perioral Assembly in 
its zeal for doctrine is not an idle fear. 

Remark 3. The adjustment of this whole matter should be carried on with 
great deliberation and care. If amendments are found to be neces¬ 
sary, it might easily require several years for the process. 

All the better! 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxkxxxx 

The Report continued. Dealing with The Virgin Birth. 
Remark 1. Frankly 1 do not see clearly how to handle this subject in our 

eport. Involved in it is the question of Subscription to the 
Standards. I am myself a strong believer in the Virgin Birth. 
Nevertheless I hold that the action cf the ’eaensbly was unwise 
and tends to create e dilemma (not only for liberals, but for 
many so-called moderate men;. It would not bo wise to prosent 
an argumentative statement. ?robably the. best thing to be done 
is to make a clarifying statement, the force of which will be 

fourfold - 
(a; To support the doctrine. 
(b) To show how it is held in different ways by equally loyal 

Christians, 
(c) To urge that patience and toleration bo exercised by both 

sides, waiting for "the meliorations of time, and the in¬ 
fluence of further light and knowled 9, and of patient and 
loving fellowship”, (Pleading sentence used on the eve of 
the schism of 183? urging that drastic action be not taken . 

(d) To point out that comfort and assurance tiro hooded on both 
sides. Fundamentalists wish to be assured that the doctrine 
will not suffer. Liberals wish to be assured (many moderates 
with them) that this doctrine will not be used as a test in 
any unconstitutional way (i.e. without the authority of the 
church through the Presbyteries'. 

Remark 2. The following statements represent what may be called a mediating 
view of the Virgin Birth. This view accepts the fact In loyalty 
to Scripture and Confession, but hesitates to go beyond the ex¬ 
perience of the church by denominating it as an "essential doc¬ 
trine'1. It is a view that regards it as part of the rayp.tp.rx ill 
godliness, but deprecates action that loads to the use of the 
doctrine either as a final test of the validity of Christianity, 
or as a final test of the character of its followers, A large 
body of Presbyterian ministers, whose loyalty cannot be doubted, 
hold views of this raediatin, description as an adequate account 
of the Virgin Birth. The number who hold such views is very 
likely to incrons. in comin years with further study. It might 
therefore prove ultimately very disastrous to the church to take 
a divisive standyabout , hich men of character and cod principles 

on this subject 
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may differ. For myself I believe that the doctrine ie safe 
among Presbyterians (probably safer than over', provided we do 
not require men to say more about it than their conscience and 
their experience warrant. 

1 BUbiilt the following statements, not for insertion in the Report, 
but as "aids to reflection on the subject. In other words, these 
are some of the thin, s to be thought of in formulating a statement 
about the Virgin Birth. 
(1) The Virgin Birth is a doctrine of the Presbyterian Church. 

There is no party in the church that seeks to overthrow it. 
The so-called liberal party is not against :i. Many members 
of this party accept it fully. The number who actually reject 
it is very email. .hat the liberals request is that tho doctrine 
shall be dealt with in accordance with the history, tradition 
and constitution of the churdh, They object in particular to 
the use of tho term ’essential’, through fear that the doctrine 
will ultimately become a prohibitory test. It is objected also 
that the phrase "established law of the church" cannot bo properly 
applied to actions of the Assembly on this subject. (Too Report 
of Judicial Commission, 1925 . 

Hear*. it is possible that some clorifyin.,. action upon the part of the 
Assembly might be helpful, a.»g,, an explanatory statement about 
th. terra ’essential’. Is this term a bogie of excitement; 

(2) It would bo a wholesome and curative thing if the church could be 
led to consider that tho real question about the Virgin "irth is 
not actually as between those who accept an. those who reject it, 
but as between those who accept it in different wavs. sorer 
analysis of the matter would run about as fellows - 

(a ’ orae Christian ministers believe that the church historically 
has held the doctrine of the Virgin birth jin the same way 
as it has held the doctrines of the Cross and the Heeurrec- 
ticn. Other men equally loyal do net feel that this ie true. 

(b’ Pome feel that this doctrine is necessary to the integrity 
of Christianity (especially the deity of Jhrist'. thor men 
equally loyal do not feel this to be true. 

(c) Pome fool that it has much to do with producing Christian ex¬ 
perience, Others equally loyal feel that it ’.as litfcle to do 
with Christian experience, food Christians result from ooth 
points of view. 

(d) orae believe that the church should make dogmatic fciat meets 
about the Virgin Birth. Others equally loyal hold that 
neither history nor experience warrant dogmatic statements 

about it. 
(Tho difference at this point is well illustrated by the re¬ 
marks made by Dr. • . . Thompson at our last meeting. He 
was a contented believtr, he told us, in tire Virgin Birth, 
but he d’ubted if he ctuld affirm it as an essential doctrine 
in the sense implied by tho Assembly. This is the exact 
dilemma which :ianv loyal ministers of our hnrch face at 
the present moment. hould not the church be advise., of this 
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•.mgr • l. PiffcreneeB of this kind are not vital enough to divide us. 
fuch diff ronces will always exist: probably always have existed. 
The church will go on thinking reverently of the Virgin Birth 
as belonging to the mystery of godliness. The present contro¬ 
versial agitation about it as a the(logical issue will pass away. 

Remark 2. Tide mediating view applies especially to licensure and ordination. 
Uiy expect matured and unvarying uniformity on the subjopl. J1E2S 
the port of youm; men, when mature •■■■'.<-v- in our ministry, exercise 
liberty^ ft the church willing to undertake to require all its 
ministers to think and feel alii.-, on this doctrine? In the nature 
of tho case judgment must be left to Presbyteries, with the Assembly 
exercising right of review and control, 

emark 3. The dissimilar actions of tho Judicial Commission in 1924 and 1925 
show the actual difference.that exists. As a matter of fact, it 
is a difference that cannot be wholly eliminated. But at least it 

shiuld warn us against dogmatism. 
(3) Certain things are becoming clear in the whole situation. 

(a) All parties should recognize the doctrinal position of the 
church as respects the Virgin Birth. Individuals and ree- 
bfteries ere bound to respect this position. 

(b) Bo far as there are two feelings on the subject among equally 
loyal men, it is the duty of brethren to avoid wounding the 
conscience of others. It is( the duty of the church to deal 
patiently with the whole matter, until the sharpness of con¬ 

troversy is past. 
fc The proposals of liberals and many others to submit the subject 

to the Presbyteries is the constitutional way out of the dif¬ 
ficulty. (If Presbyteries decide as the Assembly has decided, 
and a portion of the church remain dissatisfied, there is no 
help for it - they will probably withdraw, unless the are 
wise enou h to submit to the voice of the church . 

(d But this ultimate issue should be avoided if possible, i de.- 
c is ion of this kind by ttw Presbyteries will uwyer give us 
peace. There "will always bo rising in the church a party 

of protest. 
(©) There is a better way. J.et the Assembly, recognising the fact 

that there are matters on which men of character and g.od 
principles may differ, proclaim a period of quiet meditation 
and study, {probably two years'. At tho end cf this period, 
if it bo doomed necessary, It action bo taken (submission 
to Froebyt riea or some other action . deferred action of 
this kind with cessation of controversy will tend to allay 
anxiety in the church. It will also probably ;*oe.d enf 
precipitate action upon tho part of an influential gro p of 
liberals, who have the sympathy of many moderate men. 

finally - Le£. li M forgotten that, safety for. tije church lies, 
with neither extreme. ' jar hope for peace rests with thy &hisd 

a arty - the part? of riodcu at ion. 
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THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY 

OF A M E RICA 

HOME OFFICE, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 

February 24, 1926. 

New York City. 

My dear Bob: 
I was very glad to find on my return from a trip 

to Canada your letter of February 16th. I do not believe I was 
entirely clear in my paper as to the reasons which led me to the 
conclusion that the plan there suggested, was one which should be 
adopted by our Cominis si on. 

As I see the situation subscription to the Deliverance of 1910 
lias nov/ been held by the General Assembly to constitute a require¬ 
ment for licensure. I can put no other construction upon the 
decision of the General Assembly of 1925. Of course,some other 
General Assembly lias the power to reverse this decision. Until 
so reversed it stands as the determination of the highest judica¬ 
tory of our Church, and, in my opinion, until so reversed is bind¬ 
ing upon Synods and Presbyteries. It may and of course will be con¬ 
tended that this action was an unconstitutional exercise of power 
and is, therefore, null and void and may be disregarded by any in¬ 
dividual Presbytery or Synod. This position.while legally sound, 
seems to me to lead to chaos. Appeals taken from the action of 
Presbyteries and Synods which have taken that position and licensed 
candidates who cannot subscribe to the five points set forth in the 
Deliverance of 1910 will undoubtedly result in an affirmance of the 
prior action of the General Assembly. As soon as it becomes a recog¬ 
nized fact that candidates for licensure must subscribe to the so- 
called fundamental points the Church is immediately divided. While 
I have no knowledge at all as to what tbs outcome would be, it seems 
to me that even x'resbyteries of strong Fundamentalist leaning would 
hesitate to endeavor to destroy the right of individual interpretation 
of the Church Standards which have stood so many years without amend¬ 
ment. But whether they would or would not it certainly is desirable 
that this question should be clearly stated and definitely disposed of. 

While as you say there are two questions involved, namely, the relative 
rights of the Assembly and Presbyteries in the matter of ordination, and 
the question as to what should be tae content of the requirements for 
licensure, and whether these requirements should be interpreted by the 
Assemblies or the Presbyteries, it seems to me that in the last analysis 
it all resolves itself into the right of individual interpretation. 

EDW o. IeUfViSlI 

1 
PRESIDENT 

•2 5 1926 

iWr. Spe®1 

Dr. Robert E. Speer, 
156 Fifth Avenue, 
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What the General Assembly has really said, is that such right does 
not exist in regard to the five fundamental points which were 
enumerated in the Deliverance of 1910. To this of course will be 
added from time to time "the otters" therein referred to. Neither 
the Presbyteries nor the individual can modify these requirements, 
but an absolute adherence thereto is essential to an acceptance by 

the Presbytery. 

I ^ree that if my suggestion is carried out and the constitution 
of the Gliurch is changed it would write into the constitution certain 
requirements which I would most strongly regret having put therein. 
I thirds; it would be most disastrous if any such action were taken, 
and yet it seems to me that that is just where the Church is today. 
In other words, the only advantage of not taking the action I sug¬ 
gest is that if in the future the Church should change its attitude 
it would be easier to eliminate them. The difficulty with that xrosi- 
tion is that I do not believe that we can postpone indefinitely a 
determination as to whether or not this right of individual inter¬ 

pretation exists. 

The very question which was raised in the Van Dusen case was raised 
in the Newark Presbytery, and by a small majority it voted to admit 
a Baptist clergyman who was not willing to affirm a belief in either 
the Virgin Birth or the Miracles of our Lord. 

If the Assembly takes the same position in this case as it did in the 
Van Dusen case, I do not believe there is any possibility of avoiding 
an immediate split in the Church. It has therefore seemed to me that 
some action must be taken which would clearly determine the Church's 
position, foe the real issue is not a correctness or falsity of certain 
theological views, but whether or not individual interpretation of the 
Church Standards is to be continued. 

I would be glad to talk to you on this subject beiore our meeting and 
had hoped to have such an opportunity on the way to Chicago, but I 
assume as our Commission is to meet after the other bodies of the 
Church meet you will probably precede me in going to Chicago. I plan 

I | to leave on Tuesday.March 9th, and if you are going at that time I 
| ? would like to arrange to take the same train. 
1! 

With kind regards, believe me. 

Sincerely yours, 

h~Q) (jlaT 
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Qttje $resitij>terian Cfcurrf) m tfje Amtell States of America 
THE SPECIAL COMMISSION OF 1925 

Chairman 

REV. HENRY C. SWEARirTGlM<17 

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN 

780 SUMMIT AVENUE 

ST. PAUL, MINN. 

VICE-CHAIRMAN 

JOHN M. T. FINNEY, M.D. 

SECRETARY 

REV. LEWIS S. MUDGE, D.D., LL.D. 

MAR 2 2 192C- 
March 20. 1926 

Mr. Speer Dictated March 19. 

Robert E. Speer, D.D., 
156 Fifth Avenue, 
New York. N. Y. 

My dear Dr. Speer:- 

Yours of the 16th received, together with draft of the 
first section of our report. Am leaving tomorrow morning 
for St. Louis, where I shall be stopping at the Missouri 
Athletic Club. 

Have just heard from Mr. Loomis and Dr. Kerr. Shall 
begin tomorrow morning putting these parts of the report 
together and at the earliest possible moment shall have the 
result typed and sent to each member of our Committee. If 
you are other members of the Committee deem it wise that we 
hold a special meeting, shall be glad to arrange for it. 

Can scarcely believe it possible that such results as 
were actually reached at Chicago were attainable. Am still 
rubbing my eyes with amazement that Dr. Matthews andDr. 
McAfee should have been willing to accept the third section 
of our original draft with a few minor verbal changes only. 
It is in this part of the report that our friends in Hew York 
and elsewhere will find principal occasion for relief. I 
dould have wished that there had been more definite statement 
in regard to the principle of toleration but probably it is 
not possible for the members of the Commission to travel to¬ 
gether farther than we have gone. Am strongly impressed with 
the Divine leading which has been given the Commission. 
Naturally my heart is rejoiced and full of gratitude. 

Thanking you for the fine service which you are rendering 
as a member of th& Commission and with renewed assurances of 
warm personal regard, I remain, 

Very cordially yours. 

Dictated, but not r< ad, by - - Jn8 

Signed, in hi» absence, at ms di action Henry nv.npman Swearingen- 
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UNION PACIFIC SYSTEM 
Union Pacific Railroad Company 

N. H. LOOMIS, 

Qekeeai. Souoitch. 

LAW DEPAETMSNT 

March 27, 1926 

141© DODGE STREET 

OMAHA, NEB., 

Bev. Robert E. Speer, 

156 Fifth Avenue, 

Hew York, U. Y. 

hear Doctor: 

I received the Bed Book yesterday afternoon and 

went through it carefully. Have also checked up on the 

law and am of the opinion that some of the articles 

justify the statement that they are libelous and subject 

the publisher of the paper containing them to suits of 

that character. I am sending the Red Book and corres¬ 

pondence to Judge DeWitt today and a copy of my letter 

to him will explain my views a little more in detail. 

Very truly yours 

UHIg 
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March 27, 1926 

Hon. John H. DeWitt, 

Court of Appeals, 

Nashville, Term. 

Dear Judge: 

The enclosed copy of letter from Mr. Hobert E. 

Speer, and subsequent correspondence in regard to charges 

made hy "The Presbyterian" explain themselves, and everything 

which I have pertaining to the matter is sent to yon hy 

registered mail for an expression of yonr opinion. I wonld 

have telegraphed my opinion to Mr. Speer if it were not for 

the fact that it is Saturday and he probably would not get 

the message much before a letter would reach him. 

Many of the charges are of a general nature, applying 

to a large class, and would not justify a libel suit. I have 

picked out a number relating to specific parties however which 

strike me as being legally libelous, and there are enough of 

them in my judgment to justify the statement made by Dr. 

Speer as to their character. I have put little slips of 

paper opposite the articles which I have in mind. Two of 

thee': relate to Dr. Merrill (pp. 22 and 23). One of them 

indicates that he would not be a safe man with whom the 

funds of the church should be entrusted. The other refers 

to him as "a blatant seorner of historic Christianity". 
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One of the articles names Dr. James E. Clarke (p.37) and in 

snbstanee charges him with disloyalty to the trust reposed 

in him. The other articles relate to Wooster College 

(pp. 42 and 43) and charge it with disloyalty to its 

responsibilities. 

It is upon these articles that I base my letter 

today to Dr. Speer. There may be others which would strike 

you with more force than those I have picked out. 

As to the law, I call your attention to Volumes 

36 and 37 of Corpus Juris, and to the following sections: 

Section 32, page 1166; Section 69, page 1180; Section 80, 

page 1185, all in Volume 36. Also to Section 296, page 11, 

and Section 657, page 144, both in Volume 37. 

Very truly yours. 

kY 

HHLg 
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JUDGES 

F.H. HEISKELL 

W. A.OWEN 

SID R.CLARK 

john h. Dewitt 

Mr. Speer 

Dr. Robert B. Speer, 
Do.156-Pifth Avenue, 
Dew York City, D. Y. 

My dear Dr. Speer: 

Judge Loomis has sent to me the book of clippings and I have 
examined it. There are several references in the clippings from 
The Presbyterian which I think are libelous - particularly those 
relating to Dr. Merrill and Dr. Jas. B. Clarke. These directly re¬ 
flect upon the character and standing of these gentlemen in their 
calling. There are many othe.’ statements general in character 
which are defamatory of classes of individuals but no particular 
person could complain of them in court. On the whole, I think 
that your statement that some of these articles are libelous is 
well founded. 

I thank you for calling my attention to Dr. Patton's new book. 
I will get a copy of it and read it. 

If I can be of any further assistance to you please command 
me. I have been so anxious to render some good service as a mem¬ 
ber of the Commission, but somehow I have hot yet been able to be 
of any special help. I expect to revise the paper which I read 
to the Commission at Chicago so as to eliminate any statement that 
the Form of Government does not contemplate a general and unlimi¬ 
ted examination of a candidate as to his doctrinal beliefs. 
I believe, however, that therein lies the cause of much of the 
trouble. A satisfactory solution of it will be hard to find. 

With cordial regards, I am 

Yours very sincerely, 

JUDGES 

H. E.PORTRUM 

C. E.SNODGRASS 

NEAL L.THOMPSON 

ARTHUR CROWNOVER 

Court or Appeals 

State of Tennessee 

RECEIVED 

APR - 5 1026 

W. W. FAW, PR ESI D I NG JUDGE 

DAVID S. LANSDEN, Clerk 

Nashville April third 
1 9 2 6. 
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American £ English Encyclopaedia of Law - Second Edition 

Page 861. Definition - libel. A libel is a malicious defama¬ 
tion ezqiressed either by writing or printing, or by signs, pictures, 
effigies or the like, tending to blacken the memory of one who is 
dead, or to impeach the honesty, integrity, virtue or reputation, 
or publish the natural or alleged defects, of one who is alive and 
thereby expose him to public hatred, contempt, ridicule or obloquy : 
or to cause him to be shunned or avoided, or to injure him in his 
office, business or occupation. 

Page 926. Imputing want of religious belief - religious hypocrisy 
etc. 

It would seem that it is actionable to write of another that he 
is an infidel or is wanting in religious faith. : and it has been held 
in numerous cases that a writing which wha-cfa charges another- with 
being a religious hypocrite or with having violated the laws of 
the church to which he professes to belong, is actionable. 

Over -v- Hildebrand 92 Ind. 19. holds that it is actionable 
to charge a church member in writing with having violated 
the lav/s of the church. 

Knox -v- Meehan, 64 Minn. 280 
Spencer -v- Southwick, 11 Johns (IT.Y. ) 573 
Eyrd -v- Hudson, 112 IT. Carolina 203 
Street -v- Johnson, 80 T7is. 455 

But oral words attributing to another want of religious belief 
are not actionable per se, unless, it would seem, they are spoken 
of a clergyman, in which case they are actio able because they 
touch him in his profession. 

Skinner -v- Grant, 12 Yt. 212 

Page 945. V/ords touching another in his office, trade, profession 
or business. 

It is a 'familiar principle that words not actionable without 
proof of special damage, may become so if spoken of one engaged 
in a particular calling or profession; the rule being that any words 
spoken of a person in his office, trade, profession, business, or 
means of getting a livelihood, which tend to expose hi" to the 
hazard of losing his office or which charge him with fraud, indirect 
dealings, or incapacity, and thereby tend to injure hi' in his 
trade, profession or business, are actionable without proof of 
special damage, even though such v/ords, if spoken or written of an 
ordinary person might not be actionable per se. 

Page 965. Imputations upon Clergymen. 
Oral or written words which import that a clergyman is not 

qualified to ractiee his profes ion are actionable without proof 
of special damage : as are also imputations that he entertains or 
has expressed views or has committed acts v/hich are not reconcilable 
with his professions of religion, and which, if truthfully ascribed 
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to him, would, impair his professional usefulness and make hit., 
liable to he deprived of his preferment. 

Cases cited in the courts of England, Canada, Georgia, Illi¬ 
nois, Indiana, Iowa, Mass., lew York, Ohio, Penn. Vermont, 
and Wisconsin. 

As in other actions belonging to this class, words concerning 
a clergyman which are not actionable within the general definitions 
of libel and slander must touch him. in his profession, and the courts 
have had considerable difficulty in determining what words are 
actionable v/hen spoken of a clergyman which would not be actionable, 
if spoken of an ordinary person. 

Page 1052. Corporations. 
A corporation may maintain an action for a libel or slander 

against it"as such, which affects its business or property, but 
not, it has been held, for a defamation which affects merely its 
reputation and entails no pecuniary losse. 

Cases cited from the courts of England, Canada, Illinois,Minne¬ 
sota, Pew Jersey, Hew York, Ehode Island, and Wisconsin. 
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Charles S.Cutting 
Nathan G.Moore 
'william P.Sidley 
Donald F. McPherson 
William D.Banes 
Dwight Dickerson 
Edwin C.Austin 

Law Offices 

Cutting.Moore & Sidley 
11 South La Salle Street 

Texephone State 5400 

Chicago 

^prii 5, 1926. 

Dr. Robert E. Speer, 
156 "Fifth. Avenue, 
New York, 11. Y. 

Dear Sir:- 

T am sending you herewith copy of letter I 

have just written to Dr. Swearingen relating to the 

report of the Commission. 

Enel. 
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COPY • 
Cutting, Moore & Sidley 

11 So. La Salle Street 

CHICAGO 
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April 3, 1926. 

Rev. Henry C. Swearingen, D. D., 
780 Summit Avenue, 
St. Haul, Minnesota. 

I$y dear Doctor:- 

When I reached home last evening I found your 

communication to the Commission of Fifteen and the draft of 

the proposed report. I read it immediately with great in¬ 

terest and attention. Much the greater part of it I thought 

admirable, although there were certain suggestions which I 

should like to make when I have time to formulate them. I 

particularly approved of the CommissionWs logical discussion 

of the relations of the General Assembly to the church at 

large, and especially the Presbytery; but I cannot tell you 

how my heart sank when I came to the end. I could not be¬ 

lieve the report complete, and thought at first pages had been 

omitted. Do I understand that the Commission, as a whole, 

have approved the omission of any recommendation? This, if 

adhered to, seems to me little less than a calamity. I be¬ 

lieve it will be a profound disappointment to the church at 

large and will be regarded as a mere evasion, the result of 

timidity and lack of assurance. The church is calling for 

guidance in a great emergency; I doubt whether it has ever 

seen a more acute crisis. Its burdens and responsibilities 

are great, and they are not being met. 

What is to be expected of the lone individual church 

man, seeking to satisfy the universal desire for peace, if 
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such a Commission, after a year's thinking is unahle to sug¬ 

gest a remedy, or reach a conclusion, or even to present a 

plea? Their request for further time will he regarded, I 

am sure, as a plain effort to avoid responsibility. The re¬ 

cital of conditions in the report as drafted points on its 

face to one inevitable result. Ihy then should the Commis¬ 

sion, having agreed upon this, ask a year to formulate this 

result? What can the Commission say a year from now that it 

cannot say at present? I cannot myself anticipate anything 

but a flat failure from such an incomplete report. 

The church at large, and even the world at large, 

is expecting something definite,- perhaps more than is within 

the Commission’s power,- and I think another year's delay 

would be nothing less than ruinous. Even if the present 

attitude of suspense should continue,- and I feel sure it 

will not,- money comes slowly and without enthusiasm. The 

large givers are unwilling to act. The condition of the 

National Board of Missions and the Board of Education, not¬ 

withstanding all their efforts to make up their deficits, 

is a good illustration. The laymen's Committee on the Pen¬ 

sion Bund is obliged to suspend its efforts for the canvass, 

awaiting the action of the coming Assembly. An elaborate 

organization was perfected, commencing the beginning of this 

year, for a complete and general solicitation of funds. Sub- 
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stantial expense was incurred, and salaries promised, and now 

because of the present situation the matter must be postponed. 

I have a letter from Mr. Hays, of recent date, in which he 

says: 

"It seems more certain now that a large part 
of the money will have to be raised after the 
meeting of the next General Assembly at Baltimore 
in May, because of the difficulties we are encoun¬ 
tering in connection with the ■Fundamentalist- 
Modernist matter". 

If the question had never been raised, or the 

present Commission appointed, some might believe,- although 

I do not,- that the mere lapse of time would soften the sit¬ 

uation. It cannot do so now, but if the members of the Com¬ 

mission think it could, I should think it highly desirable 

to make no report at all than to present this elaborate sur¬ 

vey of the situation, and then at the critical moment when 

the Commission's conclusion is eagerly awaited, to ask for 

further time. Could it be expected that the present condi¬ 

tion of suspense awaiting the Commission's report would con¬ 

tinue another year? The Hew York Presbytery voted to leave 

controversial matters in statu quo until after the General 

Assembly. Would it do so for another year? Could it do 

so if it would? Would people give money freely during such 

a year's suspense? Is it likely that hostilities would 

soften? I think all these questions must be answered Ho. 

Why then postpone a conclusion? Conditions cell for it, 
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the General Assembly has Invited it, and the whole church 

expects it. Personally I do not believe it will get past 

the Assembly without action of some definite kind from the 

floor. This of itself will precipitate the kind of collis¬ 

ions which the Commission was expected to avoid. 

I write thus fully so that the whole aspect of the 

question as it appears to me on this point may be considered. 

There are certain suggestions I should, like to 

make as to parts of the historical resume, some of which I 

deem inadequate and others incorrect. Even if these should 

not meet the Commission's approval, I should be able to join 

heartily in the report, as far as it goes, in order to make 

it unanimous, but the consequence of a failure to report def¬ 

initely and finally now seems to me so ominous, that I cannot 

possibly concur in that conclusion. 

I feel sure that this report will be profoundly- 

disappointing, and aside from failing to meet the situation 

as the case seems to me to imperatively require, it is likely 

to discredit the Commission with the church at large. In the 

language of Mr. Lincoln we come out of the same hole we went 

in at. Washington Irving describes a men who ran a half mile 

to jump a creek, and when he got there was so tired he was 

obliged to rest before jumping. Davy Crockett, speaking of 

the roads in Kentucky in his day, describes the wide highway 

narrowing into a farm lane, then into a horse trenlc, then to 
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a foot-path, and finally to a squirrel track, and UP a tree. 

I am sure that such suggestions, E"“ others of a similar 

kind, will 'be encountered at the Assembly. 

I greatly admire and respect the members of the 

Commission, and it will be hard to differ with them on a 

matter of judgment, hut my feeling Is so strong on this 

point that I must protest against any report without a def¬ 

inite conclusion, because I feel that such report should 

coincide fully and completely with the Assembly's resolution 

As the time is short for further consideration, 

I am sending a copy of this letter to each member of the 

commission, including hr. Erdman. It must not he deemed 

disrespectful although stated in somewhat strong terms. 

I cannot content myself with less than a yery earnest ef¬ 

fort to induce the Commission to present a complete report. 

Yours very truly, 

(Signed) Moores 
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PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 

REC 

GIRARD COLLEGE 

PHILADELPHIA 

April 7, 1926 

Dr. Robert E.Q$be«r 
Board of A i'Brergrr missions 
156 Fifth Avenue r 
New Yo rl^/iJS York 

Dear Robert: 

I am troubled by Mr. Moore’s letter, which appears to me 
to be impulsive and without proper basis of thought. In one 
particular he has expressed himself.as I have already expressed 
myself to Dr. Swearingen, namely, that the report as it stands 
seems to be indefinite and without conclusions in some cases. I 
amlpnclosing a copy of my letter to Mr. Moore. 

Fait>’‘P"‘i 1 v vmirs 

H/Z President 
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Aftr> Speer 
EelEon G. Moore, Esquire 
11 South La Salle Street 
Chicago, Ill. 

My dear Mr. Moore: 

I am obliged for your courtesy in sending a copy 
of your letter of April 5 addressed to Dr. Swearingen. This 
I have read with interest, even if not with entire approval. 

I share with you in feeling that the report as originally 
drawn is indefinite at some places; for instance, I have already 
written to Dr. Swearingen telling him that paragrg^ph two on page 
twelve does not have a satisfactory conclusion, that as the 
paragraph stands it is indefinite and up in the air. I have also 
expressed my concern about the indefiniteness of statement of 
Section "C" on page eighteen, which, it occurs to me, is the most 
dangerous single part of our report. In my statement to Dr. 
Swearingen 1 said that I regarded this section as charged with 
dynamite. As it stands, it would, I am sure, stir up rather than 
allay controversy. 

I do not share with you in feeling that the report is all 
indefinite. It appears to me that in its analysis of the situation, 
in its historical review and summary, and in its setting forth of 
the powers and limitations of the General Assembly, the report is 
definite and that it goes very far toward clearing the situation 
which is responsible for the present condition in the Church. On 
certain other questions, for example, the relations between the 
powers of the General Assembly and the powers of the Presbytery, 
it appears to me that the Commission has not reached a conclusion, 
and I for one doubt the wisdom of attempting to settle questions 
which we have not fairly thought through and discussed. 

mean 
If by the last sentence in your letter, you »eh that you 

want the Commission to make a final report and to ask to be discharged, 
I could not coincide with this at all. An attempt to settle all our 
questions at Baltimore will, in my opinion, inevitably lead to the 
very end which the Committee was appointed to avoid. I am of the 
mind that a sober second thought of the Church will be favorable 
to a report of progress and to the continuance of the Commission 
for the completion of its task in the second year. 

I fail to find in any instructions that the Commission was to 
complete its task and make a final and definitive report for 1926. 
An attempt to do this, would, in my opinion, be hazardous. 

I am sorry you could not have been with us in Chicago and have 
talked out the matter under discussion for two days. I am happful. 
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however, that your further study of the questions involved 
and a more careful reading of the preliminary report will lead 
you &o a modification of the position you take in your letter. 

Faithfully yours, 

H/Z President 
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Law Offices 

Cutting, Moore & Sidley 

II South La Salle Street 

Telephone State 5400 

Chicago 

April 21, 1926. 

Dr. Robert E. Speer, 
156 "Fifth Avenue, 
New York, N. Y, 

Tear Tr. Speer:- 

T am sending you herewith a copy of a letter 

T have to-day written to Tr. Era man, which I wish you to take 

as written direct to you. You will also find enclosed cop¬ 

ies of the papers therein mentioned. This is sent at the 

suggestion of Tr. Swearingen. 

Please consider all these papers carefully, 

since important action of the Commission will have to be 

taken promptly covering the questions here mentioned. It 

plainly will not do to wait until the meeting now called for 

May 21st to discuss these questions. They ought to be decided 

before that time so that a draft of report may he prepared 

to be acted upon in time to be printed for use in the Aggem- 

bly. 

All other particulars you will find in my letter 

to Tr. Erdman. 

Yours very truly, 

Ends. 
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Chicago, Aprii 20, 1926. 

^ev. Charles R« Brdfflaa, T>* I., 
Trinceton Theological Swin^iy, 
Princeton, Few Jersey. 

Pear Sir:- 

Since sending you s copy of letter to Tr. Swesr- 
ingsn of April 3rd, T hav* had &m interview with hiss and Tr* 
Barr together; slsse * very brief interview with ¥r* Loomis 
alone a* he ew passing through the city* 

After writing the letter mentioned shove T received 
from Several Co®**!* si oners inquiries as to vhsrt kind of « sup¬ 
plement to the draft of report X wished to recommend. At that 
time X had not sage any such draft, end did not contemplate 
doing so, hut the Inquiries aeemed to sse reasonable, and X 
prepared supplements expressing ray judgment of c propsr con¬ 
clusion to the report. It Is analysed under three heads: 

1; As to differences on ideations of doctrine. 

3: As to the Seaeral «a»erably,a right of review sad 
control. 

3: SuBjsary «*£ conclusion. 

These were considered and the subject generally 
discussed anc reviewed in the conference with Hr* Swearingen 
and Ir. Barr, and also with hr. Loomis, (who had not at that 
time received wg earlier letter). 

In these conferences I expressed the opinion that 
the C astrals a ion need not, and perhaps should net, submit with 
its report any recommend at Ion for specific resolution?., hut 
leave that to h« dons frost the floor by persons interested in 
the subject* It is proper to say, however, that I thought the 
subject should be taken up, before the presentation in the "en- 
•ral Assembly, with individual Commlssionera of standing and 
influence who might be of a like opinion, suggesting that res¬ 
olutions be prepared and presented from the floor. One of 
these, if the question 1» to be raised in that form, would 
naturally be a resolution approving f-nc commanding the report, 
adopting it on behalf ef the Assembly; and directing that it 
be distributed through the stated Clerk’s office to the clerk 
of every ^ re shy t cry, with the request that it be widely circu¬ 
lated among the churches. 
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I thought however that a see and resolution would ha 
desirable follow lag somewhat w suggested resolution rent to 
all the members of th® Commission last fall. To that sn<3 T 
revisec that draft a© as i© indicate my judgment of a proper 
&nd reasonable resolution to b« adopted by the Assembly if it 
eppreve* our report. ft no understood between Sr. Sresrlngaii, 
Er. Be-rr and myself that it would he sell if T should stnd di¬ 
rect to all the members of the Commission a copy of these drafts 
for their consideration* so aa to save time* =s»d promote a full 
unders tend ing of the situation before tbs Coaster Ion shuttle meet 
again. I>r. Swearingen thought it would he wise to call another 
meeting of the Cossnission to act fifi^Uy on & definite aaat epe-. 
eific report, at a date which he will fix, Accordingly I ss 
sanding you herewith bh«@e draft®, which repre#*ni vi®« as 
to what the Commission ought to do at the present meeting of 
the Assembly* 

It seems proper that I should, state here more fully «y 
reasons for belieslag that a full report should he mad® nor. 

1* I think the indications arc that th* present quiescent 
attitude of the eh arch is founded upon the confident expectation 
of a rail report st this Assembly. ?v*ry reference T hare s«>en 
to it In the press has assused that the delay in hostilities is 
only temporary, in order ta see what the Commission will recom¬ 
mend i and that it would not only he a, great dieenpa in tseet, hut 
a special occasion for strife, if th® Commission should not 
mice & cone! ns ire report. 

As an instance of this I call attention to the situa¬ 
tion of the Xcymn's Commit tee of fifteen m the B^msion .juea- 
tion. Mr. Hays tolls ms that he esn do nothing substantial in 
Wesr y©rk until this question is settled. 

£: In T-r. Coffin*® statement to the Coarsisaian (which T 
have reviewed) he stated that his xnswer to pressure among his 
constituents far immediate action ha® been *to wait until the 
next meeting of th# General Assembly-j and articles in the 
papers (see Bresbytwrian Advance others) state that contro¬ 
versies should await ths report of ths Commission. 

3: The action of the Presbytery of Hew York, -no the de¬ 
layed pressure to bring additional controversisi questions before 
ths General Assembly have b«»n expressly limited for thin pe¬ 
riod,- i.e.,- mill the present meeting of the Assembly; after 
that the armistice will by common consent terminate* 
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4. Beyjnd thee®, which are By way of argument, is W cm- 
vietTon that are without authority to daisy a repart far 
strategic rsaeonV. This i* for the Assembly. If it deans 
best it may postpone oar report, but It la pare ftssusiptlon far 

a» to oo so* 

5: By th» resolution of the loot Assembly we are expressly 
commanded to report now, and by &««eptiag the appointment *d 
egroed to 4S so. Aa to the consequences the respansibility 
is not ears. 

6; As a tnmn natter of business ft response ought to he 
prompt. In ay profession, and I think it does not stand elans, 
it is one ternary to giro an opinion, -when inti tod, to the ’best 
of one’s ability sne without delay. I cannst apprehend the 
promotion that the Commission can judge far Itself whether 
it is desirable. 

I think therefore the Coatsis-sion Is in duty hound, to 
report at the present Assembly, and that no excuse will he deem¬ 
ed adequate. Delay will certainly he attributed to lack of 
courage, and this win he additions! reason for & wwwsi of 
host Hit Ids. 

As to cslay hoping for ft ufirniraoas report, while this 
sees* to ate desirable I should not he surprised if it failed 
to *t«rUli*ej nor do I think such * difficulty any reason 
for delay. The henerel Assembly chose flfteenum it deiced 
expert, end asked them for sa opinion. If there sast he fif¬ 
teen separate opinions I a* sure the Assembly 1b entitled t© 
base them; hut si most there might he a majority a**® minority 
report. Cannot the Assembly hr trusted to choose the one it 
prefers? If, as seems to base been th* csss, the effort to 
get unanimous concurrence fees the effect to cut out all its 
pungency s?.nd point, and so render it worthless, I should think 
the game not worth the ecnsle. If in my profession we should 
delay an opinion until all the eounael in tbs esse should sgrse, 
the client’s estate would very likely he lost before he wsa ad- 
▼lead as to Me rights. I think it would hurt nothing; ■seri¬ 
ously in this matter if the report was convincing to the mas 
of the Assembly though not unanimous. If fifteen such mn as 
comprise the Commission lack cither assurance ar ssnrsge, me 
say a® to the 3*»sral Assembly, they will I believe *ubjset 
tfces»«lv«s to severe criticism fras both aides?. I cannot con¬ 
tent myself with action which scans to m® so s-sak snd inade¬ 
quate. 

As to tbs report up to the present time I consider it 
admirable -as «. heels far e conclusion; hut. standing by itself, 
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ss it doss sow, it doss not g#t anywhere, ?nd cannot accomplish 
anything. It will furnish I think only fuel for farther argument. 

T have very little fe&r f.h»t » conrsgecus aiiitads on 
the p :j*t of the Cotwiiselan, dieting positively its convictions 
an all peesties* in controversy, *#«16 he mch hotter m -ivM, 
even by the oxtremista on hath iMes* It is to he expected they 
will find in it matters with uhich they do not agree. *ft could 
not expect unanimity in the Assembly or in the Church. ^h&t 
the Cowsiseion should do, I think, would he to appexl to *het 
•e^ss to ws to he the overwhelming: asperity who want peace* 
that the host way to get it is to ley streee on the fact that 
hath contending parties, particularly these who coiRpose the mil¬ 
itant factions, should he told frankly courageously that 
while they -re right in sons respects they are wrong in others; 
that they &r* both in duty hound as treaty ter la«# to respect 
tve fundamental doctrines of the church, and that this ^ a? 
not only a loyal support of the accepted doctrines of the church, 
hut sl«o * loyal support of that portion of the constitution 
which require* petienc# with difference* not vl-* I 4o *he ?.yetna. 

I believe I tm not considered a »r*ebyteel*n by ^.Ken¬ 
nedy, hat I think in ry general belief T an as ©enearretlva as 
Pr. m*>km or Dr. Mecartnoy, and I deem ays elf a hatter *r* shy to¬ 
ri e« then either of th*» beceusa I respect the whole c or.? t na¬ 
tion. no while strong in doctrine T aa tolerant of differences 
ftothers. The liberal vlswe, explained hy their propo¬ 
nents. are not mine; hut I believe that with practice! unanimity 
the liberal people in our church sincerely and ^rn-satiy see - pt 
the ??ygt>?-R of d6€trine Which I else accept, although they r»seh 
different' conclusions shout its meaning* This I think they have 
e right to do, end still he ^resbytarlane, nnd entitled to &n 
eguivel'-nt standing with ethers who interpret the cor.ct iiution 
differently. 

fe should net minimis* the questions involved, nor ap¬ 
pear to do sc, hut deal with then frankly,• having our conclu¬ 
sions upon the constitution of the church itself; no the only 
thing we should avoid, is to take aides with partisans of either 
faction, or even appear to do so. 

T&r uyself, ss en individual, I would consider s. report 
such as nor; prepared, if It- stopped there, wholly Inadequate and 
not worthy of the* Commission, fend not calculated to accomplish 
any ge^d purpose, or produce any helpful reeUlt* 

Yours very truly» 

(Signed) »• 0. Moore. 
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Mr. Speer Afril £e> 19*6' 

Hon. Nathan G. Moore, 
11 ?,outh La Salle Street, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

My dear Judge Moore: 

This will acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
April 21, 1926, addressed to me at Denver, and also of other 
papers and documents including a letter to Moderator Erdrti&n. 

I shall not undertake anything of the n&tur" of a 
repiy to your statement!? hut rather shall make an effort to 
express briefly my own point of view. 

In the first place, I recognize the force of your 
statements end could wish very heartily that the Comniscion 
might present a oomplete and final report. That seemed, how¬ 

ever, to the Comm lesion at the meeting held while you were 
abroad, not to be practicable. They further seemed to agrse 
that delay would not be dangerous but constructively helpful. 
This, of course, is a debatable issue. 

I recognize the one outstanding issue of polity, namely, 
whether the General Assembly or the Church will agree to a suf¬ 
ficiently liberal interpretation of the standards to warrant the 
inclusion in good standing of the moderately liberal party. No 
one would desire to include men who either disagree to the ordi¬ 
nary evangelical standards or who deoline to acoept in good faith 
the Westminster standards as containing th® syst'Tri of doctrine. 

I doubt whether at the present time the Commission mould 
make any recommondat ion upon this issue that would look toward 
peace and unity. However, I am firmly of the opinion that a 
little lster that issue must be faced and dealt with. 

In the second place, while disposed to follow the lead 
of the legal minds in the Commission, I am at present strongly 
of the opinion that the issue as to the powers of the General 
Assembly will need another statement. I am not persuaded that 
thc decision of the General Assembly in declaring certain doc¬ 
trines as essential was clearly within its rights. I am of the 
opinion that if such action practically added to the requirements 
for lioemure or ordination, then the matter should be submitted 
to the Preabytaries for concurrence. I believe strongly in the 
Presbytery as the original seat of authority. I regard the Con¬ 
stitution of the Church as superior both to the Presbytery and to 
the „ensral Assembly. The complaint that decisions _in theai are 
not part of the Constitution but stand as temporary Interpretations 
niay be well founded. At all events it seems to me important, If 
possible, to clear up this point in the mind of the Church. The 
fact that divergencies of opinion devolop on questions of Con¬ 
stitutional right would seem to be to warrant a very definite 



conclusion. 

Ir. the third piac*, I think consideration should be given 
to the present fjtate of mind among conservative men. I know 
personally a great number of such men who decline to accept 
the decision of the General Assembly on the doctrine of inerrancy. 
They say that this dootrine is one that can neither b* proved 
not disproved by any scriptural argumentation, and,therefore, 
should be left to occupy its appropriate but subordinate plaoe 
in a great system of doctrine. 

I am disposed to believe that Franois L. Patton*s recently 
published book on Fundamental Christianity will strengthen the 
above position. My copy is at Columbus, so that I cannot quote 
chapter and verse^ but tty recollection from the reading of two 
months ago would be that Dr. Patton would be disposed to disagree 
with the decisions of the Assembly in declaring essential doctrines. 

I may add that I am in accord with the suggested resolution 
to be offered from the floor, provided, however, that our report 
in its final form would seem to justify the proposed action. 

I have not opportunity or time in my traveling about to 
deliberate upon the issues involved so as to make anything like 
a full statement of my mind. I am sending this brief letter, 
however, to all members of the Commission and a oopy to Moderator 
Erdman, >1 shall study your comm unioat ions more carefully. As I 
now see it, I shall be in Chicago Saturday, May 8th. I deliver the 
Commencement Address at the Seminary in Omaha on the evening 
Of May 6th. My address in Omaha will be 4040 Charles Street,the 
residence of my brother. I shall leave paton Rouge for Omaha on 
Monday, May Ord. 

"ith appreciation and good wishes. 

Yours very sincerely. 

r / 
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Beaolation. 

(fa be offered from the floor) 

The General Assembly, speaking for the greet member- 

ship It represents, snd for its tan thousand ordained minister:*, 

fines the- language et ite commend Inadequate to express the 

feeling of sadness and apprehension which has hews for eo«e 

time past creeping upon the church, dulling its 7is?on, chili- 

ing its amor end even weakening its faith in God* harshness, 

bitterness and suspicion between those who should he, end even 

those who one? have bees, brothers sees to hove been spreading 

in the atmosphere. They have caused much sadness, fend many 

heavy hearts. 

But the Spirit which leads us into truth seems to be 

again shedding his illumination upon as; the voice of G©d eeersa 

to be heard more clearly, our confidence npps&rs to grow and 

our hopes to quicken. 

*ne now the General Assembly, on behalf of its con¬ 

stituents, commits itself end the Church it represents, so far 

ea its authority or influence extends, to two greet crowning 

duties nnd responsibilities, laying equal stress upon bath! 

will seek to conserve the body of truth for the maintenance 

of which our church has so long stood. Along with that, in 

harmony with the language and spirit of oar standards, we wil* 

remember that emmg our sincere end loyal ministers there are 

not only diversities of gifts but diversities also of apprehen¬ 

sion, and of construction end interpretation; &nd we will not 

deny to eny of our brethren, since-ely accepting *nd supporting 
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our system of doctrine, both our full confidence end els© @11 

that liberty of personal judgment which ie consistent with a 

debatable interpretation of our constitution. Tn that confi¬ 

dence we urge that all alike give their earnest efforts, ae a 

positive duty, not only to prostate end defend in & fraternal 

spirit our body of faith, but also to yield their warn &ne friend¬ 

ly support to those on whom the church shall frots time to time 

lay the burden of ed min last ration, recognising their corporate 

sets, expressed in any euatomry form, as constituting, for the 

time, the law of the church, notwithstanding Individual dis¬ 

sent, and accepting them as & sincere effort to advance 

righteousness end promote pe&ce. 

w«j now therefore, in unity and mutual confidence, 

pronounce again our oath of allegiance to r'Od our Pc the r, end 

to our long accepted, stand&rds; end we promise ^od and the 

Church to ederess ourselves with new fervor and diligence to 

the teak of bringing to the world both salvation end uplift, 

and the assurance of e blissful immortality. 



km to differences on questions of doctrine. 

By a number of communications, written, oral and 

printed, the attention of the Goisjaiaalen has been called to the 

supposed necessity, in the interest of peace, to deal with cer¬ 

tain questions of doctrine, comprising, with others, the nature 

«nd effect of inspiration; the nature of the Lord's reexirreo- 

tion body; end the question of the Virgin Birth; ell considered 

ae to their hearing &b & test of orthodoxy. 

We @re sure that it is no part of our function to dis¬ 

cuss on their merits these or other theological themes. 

realise, however, that these subjects are of great significance, 

and close to the heart of all the church. t* in their effect, 

as subjects of controversy, they lie within the field we have 

been ssked to review we must consider their bearing on the 

questions before us. Although w* realise that essentially 

they constitute a part of our body of accepted doctrine, we 

rsgf rt them her® only as being subjects of controversy, r.nd 

therefore comprising one of the causes of unrest. ft is our 

function to consider only whether these or similar differences 

would justify a breach in the church. This muni of course be 

done in the spirit which our constitution enjoins, as we have 

elsewhere shown, when differences arise between brethren. 

Considering the first £nd second together we are 

convinced, after c&refliy weighing both views, that both are 

believed by their proponents to be founded on the Scriptures 



themselves, and that neither is intended or understood to con¬ 

trovert any part of ©ur constitutlon, hut to depend upon inter¬ 

pretation only. This we "believe cannot he otherwise since 

both are drawn from the aam# source. Whether the conflicting 

views ere tenable or not, they seem to us to necessarily fall 

within the field of debatable interpretation, fend to them we 

deem the language of our adopting act enjoining brotherly re¬ 

gard for divergent views as strictly applicable. 

As t© the third question of difference the Commission 

had in conference certain leading ministers and instructor* 

holding the liberal view, end ale© certain of like position 

holding the conservative view. One having ample opportunity 

to know the liberal view as generally held, and himself s dis¬ 

tinguished exponent of that view, whose sincerity and frank¬ 

ness we could not doubt, informed the Commission that he did 

not himself controvert or deny the narrative of the Virgin Birth 

as found in the Qoapel of luke, snd that he did not know of a 

single liberal preacher who denied it. They have not reached 

an affirmative position, but are waiting for light, and willing 

to b« convinced* It cannot be doubted, we tbink, that these 

"brethren believe themselves to be within the requirements of 

the constitution of the Church and the Scriptures on which it 

rests. They have expressly affirmed their adherence to hath, 

and stated before the Commission thst they desired no change in 

the constitution. If this be true the min controversy now 
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before the church 1b whether or not, on this single point, they 

should he regarded as recalcitrant or heretical* The Commis¬ 

sion is confident that such a conclusion would he in conflict 

with the constitution we are seeking to defend. w@ Rr® aware 

that the position of these brethren ha® been much more sharply,- 

even harshly,- stated by some who ere of a different opinion; 

but this could only be Justified by imputation of bad faith, 

or even deliberate deceit. Tor this we find no basis what¬ 

ever. to the doctrine itself, or the evidence on which it 

rests, most, if not ell, the members of the Commisision believe 

the narrative in Luke to be convincing and satisfying, and hold 

this to have become one of the certitudes of the church. We 

trust the time will come when ail our brethren will attain the 

fins ground on which we stand; but in the meantime we believe 

and urge on the church aa essential, within the terms of our 

standards, that they be recognised as holding an equivalent 

status with our other ^resbyterien ministers, end not by reason 

of their opinion subject to criticism or recrimination. It 

is our hope that intimately the Foly Spirit will lead us all 

into a full apprehension of truth. Then that time comes dif¬ 

ferences will cease; but in the meantime we must b® governed 

by our constitutional obligation to be gracious and consider¬ 

ate* 

The question my be asked as to the bearing and effect 

of the decision of the General Assembly a year ago on appeal 



from the Hew York ^resbytery. The effect of adjudication* 

of that character he.* been dealt with in an early part of this 

report. Tor the reasons there stated we have no doubt that 

the General Assembly pQBsesssd the right to daeide the ques¬ 

tion then before it. That opinion, however general in its 

language, must b@ construed in view of the subject-matter on 

triel. As in the c&se of other ©pinions of the courts, civil 

and ecclesiastical, opinions are always interpreted with refer¬ 

ence to the question for adjudication; and it is within the 

power of the General Assembly or the ehureh at large, without 

altering the decision in that or any prior case, hut confin¬ 

ing it within its necessary Units, to add modifications and 

limitations deemed applicable to new questions as they arise, 

or to old questions with new bearings. 

W* believe that the earns considerations define, suffi¬ 

ciently for the present purpose, the term "essential* as ap¬ 

plied to questions of truth or doctrine. The long and con¬ 

sistent practice of the church, especially at each of the re¬ 

unions mentioned above, sad in h&naony with wh&t we deem true 

construction. Interprets this as intended to mean assent.lal_ 

to the Presbyterian system, as a whole. have already 

seen that from the beginning provision has been made in our 

constitution for varying judgments. The word "essential* Is 

used in that very connection, end therefore could not heve been 

understood to mean essential to any particular view of s question 
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in difference* The Presbyterian system h&e always been char¬ 

acterised by marked features which we need not here discuss, 

which differentiate it from others. One who departs from 

these, or who eaimot continue to accept them, is not a Pres¬ 

byterian, and does not belong with the body of those who pro¬ 

fess if; but "essential" or "essential doctrine* cannot possibly 

mean either side of a controverted interpretation. Tf it be 

so construed then the reunions of 1870 and prior years, and 

also thst of 1904, were essentially on a fictitious basis, 

for the term was otherwise construed in each of those instances. 

We therefore regard this question as forever at rest. 

s 
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»a to the Cjenar&l Assembly1 a Blight af Review 

and Control. 

On this point it is not the function of this Com¬ 

mission to suggest new considerations, or new methods of desl¬ 

ing with old ones, hut we understand it to he our duty under 

the broad commission given us to a seer t?; in, end found our 

judgment of remedies upon, the lew of the church as *s find 

it to he; especially where it seems to us that it has not 

been correctly or at least adequately apprehended* It seems 

to ua that on the present subject same of the most serious 

differences with which we are endeavoring to deal arise from 

this circumstance* have accordingly thought it wise to 

collate or stnamrize, out of the church records, the settled 

law upon this subject, and have done so above. At this 

point, it will he serviceable, we think, to apply that con¬ 

clusion* 

It is first to he noted that the Presbyterian 

Church, in its a&miniptration as well as its doctrine, ia 

organic. It. ie a eoag?act, constitutional, federal govern¬ 

ment, and ia not, and never was, since the adopting act, a 

confederation of Presbyteries; cad accordingly the rules of 

church law, &s they are found to he, apply throughout its ju¬ 

risdiction, and concern the body a? a whole. Tt has substan¬ 

tially three hundred ^reshyterie*. Fach has the power to re¬ 

ceive end ordain ministers. ’'’hen a minister is ordained his 
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rei&tlons and functions are net exclusively to the Presbytery 

which admitted him, hut are the stme everywhere. It is true 

a given ©ongregsition may net desire to invite him, sad any 

Presbytery my decline to admit his to membership, but this 

does not effect the present question. Trom this two results 

follow: 

a: The whole church is interested in seeing that 

every minister so admitted is properly qualified, In charac¬ 

ter, in piety, and in devotion to the system of doctrine 

which the church sa a whole accept#. 

b: The whale church is concerned in seeing that 

there is, as far as passible, s. constant flow of new and qual¬ 

ified persons into the ministry of the church, so that all its 

churches may he suitably equipped. 

Solidarity and uniformity cannot exist unless 

there exists authority to see to It that essentially the same 

tests of admission prevail everywhere, and are duly adminis¬ 

tered. 

Unless it be the General Assembly there is in 

our church no body qualified to exercise this Jurisdiction. 

The foregoing are general propositions, hut we 

deem them pertinent; at least they furnish aid in construing 

the rules laid down in our standards, especially the Tons of 
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Government, which provides for appeals from Presbytery to the 

General Assembly. The right to entertain such appeals, with- 

out designation of subjects, and without limitation, is con¬ 

ferred by the ^ors of Government, (Chap. Sec. IV)i ano 

its equivalent is found in the Bed* of Discipline, Cfcep. tt. 

Sec. 74. 

That questions of doctrine, wherever they may 

arise, are included in this provision, is inaieated by than. 

XII, Sec. V of the Form of Government, which providee: 

"To the General Assembly belongs the power 
of deciding all controversies respecting doc¬ 
trine end discipline*" 

Such has been the const&nt practice. An appsel 

from Presbytery growing out of its action in a heresy tricl 

especially involves the question as to what constitutes sad 

comprises the doctrine of the church, and whether or net in 

the given ease It ha* been breached. Clearly analogous is 

the question arising on an appeal from the admission of a 

given person to the ministry. Whether the tests applied 

in the Presbytery are those required by the const!tution of 

the church must on any such appeal be judged and determined, 

and as no higher authority is provided the decision of the 

General Assembly must, be conclusive. 
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As suggested above long and uniform practice is c 

convincing argument. It to have been always essumed 

that the General Assembly has this .jurisdiction in causes 

arising involving questions of doctrine both in trisj-s far 

heresy ant? also as respects the qualifications of ministers. 

We ere aware that this right is denied by individxmls in ar¬ 

gument, but we find in the record no instance in which this 

has bees in any orderly way questioned. At one of the nest¬ 

ings of the Commission a delegation of ministers and elders 

holding the liberal view appeared to present their views on 

some of the subjects before the Commission. The question 

was directly put to spacers *n that occasion whether they 

controverted the authority of the General Assembly to deal 

with questions of doctrine on appeals from nreebyteries, and 

in respect to the admission of new ministers, and they answer¬ 

ed no. On a later occasion this position was restated by the 

same delegation, so as to make their views on this point clear 

wa believe that there is no fair room for con¬ 

troversy over the authority of the General Aseembly to deal 

with questions of local administration and dcctrin,. *ben 

carried to it in proper form by apperi. The question as 

to the effect of a decision in such case, and how far the 
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concluaions reached are controlling upon the church et large, 

is stiffieienfly discussed is an earlier pert of this report. 

£s in other eases 9f difference, either between members of a 

given church or citisens of the s»«w ©©untry, such a decision 

does net foreclose the right of individual opinion to the 

contrary, ,nd again in orderly asMflt&er to raise s tails r ques¬ 

tions in new instances. This Is common in other courts. 

Where it is contended that a different conclusion ©asht to he 

reached. 

▼* therefor® express the judrwnt of this Commis¬ 

sion that those who feel constrained by their consciences to 

dissent from doctrines maintained by the General Assembly in 

any glv«ei esse are within their rights if, in a new case and 

st a later time, they respectfully snd in due order seek a 

revision of former decisions, even if th« doctrinal ques¬ 

tions involved he the esse. 



Summary and Conclusion. 

As*lining the e&rreetnese of the conclusion stated 
“tV, ft 

tbsT# as to the Presbyterian organisation end tod ietribution 

of power* under it* standards, which w® have drawn from the 

church records, and which we believe to he sound, we deem it 

practicable to pat in simple form the result as we se® it. 

Our constitution, resembling in that respect the 

tables of the law, has two aspects. It deal* sat only with 

oar duties to Gad hut also with oar relations to each other, 

snd these ere equally imperative. The Lord himself condensed 

these into two, and said, "On these hfeng sll the law and the 

prophets", and he said to the scribe who frankly stated them 

bath, "Thou art not far from the kingdom of God • T, is our 

belief that the chief cause of unrest 'nd division among us 

is the undue emphasis which has been pieced on one or the 

other of these. Some have regarded the church chiefly in its 

capacity as the conservator of sound doctrine, which is one 

table of our law, without adequately observing the obligation 

of the other. This militant spirit leads and has led direct¬ 

ly to factions in the church. the world recognises it as un¬ 

christian and we stay here state our conviction that it is also 

unorthodox and unpresbyterian. It makes the message of the 

pulpit unconvincing *«d uninviting, and thus tends to hinder 

the purpose of its own existence. One of the most convincing 

arguments for the extension of the church in early days was -he 



evidence of its pawer %o soften antagonisms, so that the *orxd 

said,- "Behold hew these Christians love on* another*. The 

church at large should illustrate as well as demonstrate the 

power of the gospel to hind up wounds and soften animosities; 

and such, we are convinced, was the purpose of Incorporating in 

the Presbyterian constitution, pari passu_w 1th its adherence to 

Its approved doe trice! system, th® oblig’.-* ^ion to me ini , in 

patient, considerate and brotherly attitude toward each other. 

It is in its conformity to Scripture that our consti¬ 

tution commands itself to us. By its own terns constant ap¬ 

peal is made to Scripture as the final toot of doctrine, and 

it is taught there that even a grasp of sound doctrine is not 

enough without corresponding behavior. 'Hie Apeatie Paul wrote 

that if one did not provide for hi® own and especially for 

those of his own household -he hath denied the faith, and is 

worse than en infidel*. Thus our constitution closely fallows 

the Scripture in demanding faithfulness both in doctrine end 

behavior. Few can our ministers teach brotherly love if they 

are not these elves brotherly’ 

It is equally true of those who, accepting our system 

of government as sound, and professing to follow it, deny its 

application to instances wherein it opposes their wishes, 

though explicit according to the orderly and usual forms. 

Manifestly both these depart from the faith not only 

in fora but substance, and should be recalled to the full ob- 
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servanee of gar constitution in ell its phases. When this is 

done we shall have peace, &nd we wll all he IPrssbytcriana. 

TV@n the partisans in the present dissensions in our 

chareh profasa approval of find adherence to our constitution, 

as it is. Wat only are ns change a sought, hat w© are in terms 

assured th<*t nan© are desired. Thess professions mat he ac¬ 

cepted as sincere. All therefor® sssert that ihsir differences 

are within its terns. The church has may times, ss has fee on 

shown above, salved its difficulties hy that criterion alone. 

Why la it not adequate now^ It would b© illogical to hold 

otherwise. 1>ue weight must also be given to the losses which 

our cause would suffer if we should be led to deem our differ¬ 

ences too greet to b© home, Our church is at the highest 

point of its success. Our Ministers, etisaionsrlee, teachers, 

physicians, nurses aftd other workers are scattered over the 

whole world,- all dependent an the reserve© of wealth and power 

controlled at home. cannot forget therefor© the distress¬ 

ing results of a breach here. Our reorganisations, except in 

a few respects, have now been brought into smooth working con¬ 

ditions. What a waste would follow if it should, by action 

or acquiescence on our part, disintegrate. 'rh&t a sacrifice; 

whet a loss of Momentum; what individual misery, whet sadness 

even in heaven. ^'e must indeed be very sure, not only that 
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ear differanees are vital, but also that they are incurable, 

before we challenge each serious destruction. This Commission 

does not regard the® as in either such state. ^’s believe the 

church st large does not so regard them. Then let us say so* 

and end it. 

If this report, despite its inadequacies, which 

are recognised, meets the approval of the General Assembly, 

we suggest that affirmative action he taken to contend it to 

the Presbyteries, end through them to the whole church. The 

members of the Commission are well aware that it has little 

in its object or subject calling for or even admitting of any¬ 

thing spectacular in treatment or result. They trust, how¬ 

ever, that it may appeal to the reason of our people as well 

as to their spirit of loyalty end devotion. They remember 

the experience of Haamen, who looked for some thing spectacular, 

hut found an adequate cure in a remedy so simple that he was 

inclined to reject it, but In using it found the blessing of 

God. 
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Mr. Speer 

April 29, 1926 

Dr. Robert E. Speer, 
156 "Fifth Avenue, 
New York, N. Y. 

Tear Sir:- 

Enclosed herewith I am sending you copy 

of letter I have just written to Dr. Swearingen, 

Yours very truly, 

Enel 



Chicago, April 29, 1926. 

Rev. W. C. Swearingen, D. B., 
760 Summit Avenue, 
St. Raul, Minnesota. 

Bear Br. Swearingen:- 

Yesterday I asked & leading preacher of Chi¬ 

cago, (a comaiaaioner to the General Assembly, and a strong 

conservative), his view of the attitude of the Church on the 

questions likely to com* before the Asaemhly. pi» answer 

was this}- 1 quote from memory: 

•I had a letter yesterday from a minister in 

Southern Ohio, a strong conservative, in which he said thst 

he was looking forward with much interest to the report of 

the Commission of fifteen} that he earnestly hoped they 

would gp&nk that nu Kennedy, who was doing great herm} 

that if the church split on these questions, he - conserv¬ 

ative as he was,- would not go with the Philadelphia people} 

he did not like their spirit, end considered it unchristian} 

that on account of their spirit he would rather he with the 

other group." 

The Chicago minister said he thought this rep¬ 

resented the attitude of the ministers of the middle west} 

certainly ht thought it did of the Presbytery of Chicago 

and Betroit 



Rev. rr. C. Swearingen, P.P 

T cell this to your attention as 'bearing on two 

thing* T deem important now: 

1: It Indicate* an expectation that our Commission 

will mr-.ke a full report now. 

2: AX»o that c»tirage and fr&nknaas In our report 

will appeal to the church at large, end they ar* likely to 

resent "pussyfooting". 

Way I add « suggestion: If you don’t like say 

suggestions for completing the report prepare and write out 

your own, and let u» all have them. ^e will all regard 

such suggestions, as I ass aura you regard mine, as tenta¬ 

tive nd suggestive. If w« act in thia matter promptly 

«« ought to he ahie, at our coming meeting, to reach com¬ 

mon ground, and meet the expectation of the church. 

I earnestly hop*, for the good of the church snd 

the credit of the Commission, that we will not ask for fur¬ 

ther time. 

Yours very truly, 
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H. 
THE BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS 

OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S. A. 

156 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 

From 

Memorandum 

Dr. Robert E. Speer May 7, 1926 

To Dr. Arthur J. Brown 

Dr. George T. Scott 

Dear Friends* 

I enclose herewith sermon of John Childs at p. U. M. C 

on Feb. 21, It is of all a piece with his article in Life. You will 

be interested in Fenry S. Coffin’s comment on it in a letter in which 

he returns the sermon, which I had sent him, as follows- 

"Such an article as that which you enclosed and 

which I return appals me. I do not think that I 

know Mr. Childs but he knows very little of the Christ¬ 

ianity of the New Testament in its fundamental convic¬ 

tions. What I fear is the losing of the redemptive sig¬ 

nificance of Christ. That is the crucial point. It is 

the heart of evangelicalism, and I think it accounts 

for the suspicion of our Fundamentalist friends.” 

Please let me have the sermon back when you have read it. It is a good re¬ 

presentation of the contemporary frame of mind which does not have the 

faintest glimmering of what Christianity is, either rationally or religious¬ 

ly. It seems never to have laid hold of those great central ideas in 

Christianity Which Joseph Roys, for example, discusses in his two vol¬ 

umes which were never meant to be theology but which set forth a theolo¬ 

gy which men like Childs have simply never got a glimpse of. 

Very faithfully yours. 

RSS/jBG 

enc. 
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T am sure the General Assembly, when it ap¬ 

pointed the Commission and designated its duties 

rnd had a right to oxpsct: ^ 

• 

~ff\JL Qn^Vry~v_A.U-ffW 
That r—s-i. ~'j=a=z- would he impersonal, 

expected, 

and attack 

nobody. 

3: That it would he wholly frank snd explicit, 

and in no respect evasive. 

3: That it would examine the subjects with care, 

for the information of the whole ehurch, regardless of any 

previous views of the Commissioners. 

4j That while keeping within the questions referred 

to it, it would cover the whole ground. 

5; That it would avoid the eccentric and fanciful, 

and recommend only the useful ?nd practical. 

6: That as far as possible it would keep on firms 

ground, and reach its conclusions without requiring consti¬ 

tutional changes. 
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The Rev. Robert E. Speer, D.D. 
156' Fifth Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 

My dear Robert 

Am enclosing herewith a list of questions to guide 
u3 in our thinking as we plan for a report to the next 
General Assembly, also a list of authorities which can 
be consulted with profit. 

It will be necessary, of course, to have this reading 
done and the results tabulated by individual members of 
the Commission. We hope to have this part of the. work 
completed by the time y u and Dr. Kerr return. You do 
not know how much we shall miss both of you, especially 
when it comes to digging up the data which we hope will 
aid in reaching right conclusions. 

You are aware, of course, that 3ome of these 
questions which will be under consideration have never 
received very thorough study. Is it too much to hope 
that our Commission may be able to make a compilation 
of references which will be authortative and fairly 
complete and to make an analysis of them which will 
prove useful to judicial Commissions? 

Am inclosing a copy of each of these papers xor 
Dr. Kerr's use. Please convey to him my affectionate 
regards and will both of you, a3 well as Mrs. Speer, . 
be assured of my prayers 'or the success or your mission 
and for your safe return. 

With assurances of personal esteem, 

rdially yours* 

enry Chapman Swearingen U 

HCRrn.O 



March 7, 1927 

Rev. Henry C. Swearingen, 

780 Stunmit Avenue, 

St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Hear Poctor: 

Since my letter to you of September 28th last, I 

have given such thought and attention to your Questionnaire 

of August 18, 1926, as my time permitted and have examined 

a large number of the authorities cited by you. 

It would be too much of a task for me to under¬ 

take to answer all of the questions propounded by you and 

it does not seem to be necessary, as apparently they are 

submitted for the purpose of causing an investigation of 

the underlying principles to be understood in order to 

adequately answer the various propositions raised in the 

first report of this Commission, viz: (l) She relative 

powers of the General Assembly and the Presbyteries; (2) 

the meaning of the words "review and control" as used in 

our Constitution; and (3) a more exact definition of the 

phrase "essential and necessary articles of faith." 

I shall address myself to these points without 

attempting to answer your questionnaire in the order in 

which the questions are propounded and without attempting 

to answer all of them. 
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It would be foolish to pit my knowledge of Presbyterian 

history or polity against that of my associates who have made of 

it a life's study, but speaking generally as to my conception of 

Presbyterianism it is that it consists and always has consisted 

in a form of church government in which ecclesiastical control 

is vested in representatives of the members called presbyters; 

that presbyterianism is distinguished from episcopacy in the 

fact that in the last mentioned form of church government 

authority is vested in the Bishop and descends from him to 

the members, whereas in a pre3byterian form of government 

authority is vested in representatives elected by the members, 
* 

thus placing the original source of authority in such 

representatives who are called presbyters. Comparing 

ecclesiastical with civil forms of government an episcopacy 

finds its prototype in a monarchy; Congregationalism in a 

democracy; and presbyterianism in a republican or representa¬ 

tive form of government. 

In this country the governing body in the local 

church is the session; above the session is the -presbytery; 

above that is the synod and above that is the General Assembly. 

The arrangement consists of a series of judicatories, one 

with authority above the other — final authority on 

doctrinal and consitutional questions being vested in the 

General Assembly. 
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^Relative powers of presbytery 
and General Assembly. 

The question whioh now arises is as to the 

relative powers of the presbytery and the General Assembly 

in the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. According to 

Hodge, the Synod whioh preceded the General Assembly as 

the highest judioatory in the church possessed not only 

appellate jurisdiction but all the powers of the presbytery. 

When however the General Assembly was created with its powers 

defined in the constitution, the highest judicatory in the 

church became a body of limited and defined powers while 

the presbyteries remained bodies of general jurisdiction, 

possessing all the powers not expressly delegated to the 

Synod and the General Assembly. As between the General 

Assembly and the presbyteries it is important to ascertain 

what the delegated powers of the General Assembly are and 

thus by a process of elimination ascertain the powers to 

be distributed between the presbyteries and the synods. 

In eonsidering the extent of the General Assembly's 

powers, I propose doing it under rules of interpretation laid 

down by the Supreme Court of the United States in its analysis 

of the powers of the federal government. These rules of 

interpretation, traceable chiefly to Chief Justice Marshall, 

have been accepted as sound by the lecsl profession of this 

country for so many years that it would be difficult to 

obtain lawyers who would be able, or willing to accept a 
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different basis for the interpretation of the constitution 

of our church. 

Under these rules of interpretation the General 

Assembly possesses not only the powers directly conferred 

upon it but all the incidental powers necessary or 

appropriate to make its delegated powers effective. 

Applying that principle to Judicial decisions of 

the General Assembly it means that the General Assembly not 

only possesses the power to settle constitutional questions 

in Judicial cases but to make its decisions effective through 

the instrumentality of suitable mandates to the presbytery, 

which the presbytery is bound to obey. 

When the Supreme Court of the United States 

considers a case coming from some lower tribunal it has the 

power to affirm, reverse or modify the Judgment of the lower 

court and if it sees fit, to direct the form of Judgment to 

be entered. It has been known upon the refusal of the state 

court to act, to enter its own decree and to execute it 

through process directed to its own marshall. Generally 

the court on reversal orders a rehearing to be conducted 

in accordance with the opinion of the Supreme Court. 

In matters delegated to it by the constitution 

the General Assembly is supreme and possesses all the 

power which an ecclesiastical body can exercise in order 

to make its constitutional powers effective. 
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The powers delegated to the General Assembly are 

the following: 

To receive and issue all appeals, complaints and 

references that affec’t the doctrine or Constitution of the 

Church, and are regularly brought before it from the in¬ 

ferior judicatories. 

To review the records of every synod and approve 

or censure them and give its advice and instructions in all 

cases submitted to it in oonformity with the Constitution 

of the Church. 

To appoint an Executive Commission. 

To decide in all controversies respecting doctrine 

and discipline. 

To reprove, warn or bear testimony against error 

in doctrine, or immorality in practice, in any church, 

presbytery or synod. 
Ry 

To elect new synods. 

To superintendent the concerns of the whole Church. 

To correspond with foreign churches. 

To suppress schismatieal contentions and disputations. 

To recommend a reformation of manners in the promotion 

of charity, truth and holiness, through all the churches under 

their care. 

To submit to the presbyteries for their approval 

proposals for the amendment of the Constitution. 

To send missions to any part to plant churches, or 
\ 
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to supply vacancies, and for this purpose may direct any 

presbytery to ordain evangelists or ministers without 

relation to particular churches. 

To cell general fast or thanksgiving days. 

Review and Control. 

A ease involving a constitutional question is 

subject to review by the General Assembly. The word 

review means a reconsideration of the case under any of 

the methods employed for bringing the ease before the 

appellate court. It is thus defined in the American & 

English Encyclopaeda of law. Volume 24, pp. 937 and 938: 

"A review is a second examination with a 
view to amendment; reconsideration; revision. 
The term is used more particularly to designate 
the examination of a cause hy an appellate 
court or the second examination of a proposed 
public road by a Jury of viewers, or, as they 
are sometimes called, a ’Jury of review.' In 
the first sense it signifies any of the different 
modes hy which a Judicial act may be revised, as 
appeal, writ of error, rehearing, etc." 

The word "review" is thus defined hy sVebster: 

"Review - law - To reexamine Judicially; 
as a higher court may review the proceedings 
and judgments of a lower one." 

In our Constitution it means the power of 

reconsideration of the proceedings of a lower judicatory 

by a higher one whether brought up hy general review and 

control, reference complaint or appeal. 
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Webster gives the following definition to the 

word "control": 

"To exercise restraining or directing 
influence over; to dominate; regulate; hence 
to hold from action; to curb; subject; 
overpower." 

Under proceedings for general review and control 

a higher judicatory is required to oheck the records of 

the judicatory next below and correct any mistakes, 

determine whether the recorded proceedings have been con¬ 

stitutional and regular and whether they have been wise, 

equitable and for the edification of the church. It will 

be observed that under this practice no judicial decision 

is to be reversed, unless regularly taken up by appeal. 

The higher judicatory may also on its own initiative 

institute proceedings to correct unconstitutional practices 

or lapse of duty of a lower judicatory. The proceedings 

for general review and control are all of an administrative 

nature. 

Under a reference the advice of a higher judicatory 

is sought by a lower judicatory in matters of importance and 

delicacy or the ease is submitted to the higher judicatory 

for its final judgment. The higher judicatory is not obliged 

however to give a final judgment and may remand the case to 

the lower body with or without advice. 

Under a complaint charges may he preferred hy 

persons subject to a lower judicatory against its delinquencies 

in a non-judicial case, to the next superior judicatory. 
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Under an appeal a judicial ease may he reviewed 

by written representation from an Inferior to a superior 

judicatory; and may be taken by either of the original 

parties from the final judgment of the lower judicatory. 

If on the appeal no error is found the judgment of the 

lower judicatory will be affirmed. If error be found the 

judgment will be reversed or modified or the case remanded 

for a new trial. Final judgments in judicial eases are 

subject to reversal and modification only by appeal. 

She power to review means not only the right 

to pass upon the questions involved and to declare the 

principles applicable thereto but the power to make its 

decision effective by affirming, reversing or modifying the 

decision of the presbytery; by ordering further proceedings 

to be conducted in accordance with its rulings; or by 

directing the fom of the entry te be made upon the records 

of the presbytery. 

Upon the hearing of an appeal under the Constitution 

of our Church "If one or more errors be found, the judicatory 

shall determine. Whether the judgment of the inferior judicatory 

•hall be reversed or modified, or the case remanded for a new 

trial; and the judgment, accompanied by a recital of the 

error or errors found, shall be entered on the record. 

If the judloetory doom it wise, an explanatory minute may be 

adapted which ehall be e part of the record of the ease.” 

Book of Discipline Ch. IX, See. 99, p. 397. 
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The power to reverse necessarily means the power 

to set aside in toto the entire ruling involved in the 

appeal; and the power to modify includes the right to add 

to or take from the ruling appealed from to the extent 

necessary to make the judgment of the lower judicatory 

correspond with the ruling of the higher judicatory. 

Essential and Necessary Articles 
of Faith. 

In my judgment an exact definition of the term 

"essential and necessary articles of faith" cannot be 

formulated. Where differences of opinion exist as to 

what are essential and necessary articles of faith they 

<3Yt 

can only be settled in an authentative and binding manner 

by judicial decisions or constitutional amendments sub¬ 

mitted by the General Assembly and ratified by two thirds 

of the presbyteries. 

Licensure and Ordination. 

There seems to be no distinction as to the 

power of the General Assembly over questions of licensure 

and ordination. If in either procedure questions aTe 

reserved which gives the General Assembly jurisdiction 

and proceedings for a review are perfected the power to 

act in the one class of cases is as great as in the other. 
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In the opinion of some of my clerical brethren 

there seems to he a sort of finality in the ordination of 

a minister which if allowed to take place deprives the 

General Assembly of the right to set aside the action of 

the presbytery and leaves as the only remedy proceedings 

to unfrock him if in his subsequent conduct he violates 

his ministerial vows. 

To a layman this view does not seem persuasive. 

If the presbytery erroneously ordains a minister and 

proceedings for review based on doctrinal or constitutional 

questions are properly instituted the reviewing body ought to 

have the power to set aside and hold for naught the action 

of the presbytery. 

In civil proceedings an appeal to a higher court 

is only taken after formal entry of judgment. If an 

appeal is perfected this judgment although final on its 

face may be held in abeyance until the appeal is passed 

upon; and it is liable to be set aside in its entirety. 

A public officer may on the face of the returns be duly 

elected and may be inducted into office. Put his election 

is liable to be contested and if the contest is sustained 

he is ousted from his position. His actions however as 

an official up to the time of his ouster are held to be 

legal. A man appointed to a federal office by the President 

may fail to have his appointment confirmed by the Senate and 
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although inducted into office and exercising the duties of 

that office he may he compelled to step down and out if 

the Senate refuses to ratify his appointment. 

So it seems to me that if proceedings to review 

the licensure or ordination of a minister based upon 

doctrinal or constitutional questions, are taken within 

the proper time and in the proper manner to the General 

Assembly the lioensure or ordination is subject to the 
''I 

final ruling of the General Assembly. 

It will be borne in mind in considering this 

matter that if the licensure or ordination of a minister 

involves doctrinal or constitutional questions an appeal 

lies from the action of the presbytery to the General 

Assembly and that body has the power to affirm, reverse 

or modify the decision of the presbytery or to order 

another hearing. Possessing the power to reverse the 

exercise of that power means the setting aside in toto 

of the judgment of the presbytery and if the decision 

of the presbytery involves the licensure or ordination 

of a minister its action is set aside and held for naught. 

Very truly yours, 

origin 
H. 

\ Signed 

UWMIS 
BHLg 



ieveroiri Peary C. earingen 
780 dujsmi t vvenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota. 

::,7 iaar "enry. 

I am sorry not to have been able to answer earlier your latter 
of rch 19th but 1 havs had no tine to write out anything In reply until 
last ‘1 unday afternoon which I had free fro- other engagement*. 

The. first suggestion which I made at our conference in Chicago 
had reference. I think, to the general outline of our report. I suggested 

that it mic'nt fall into perhaps a half dozen sections. 

1. A clear, positive affirmation of the ooroorate itnoss of 

our Church. 

2. A clear an i irenic reaffirmation of the principle of tolera- 
tion and consnrehension as set forth in the history of our 
Church. "o covered this ground, tonte sure, in our last 
rerort, hut perhaps ve coul l set it forth in a fresh and 
constrictive way in view especially of some of the un- 
equivocal utterances in Dr. Patton's bonk and in vim else 

of what seems to be the general mind of the Church 

3. i sympathetic but not uncritical recognition and summariza¬ 
tion of the ouQstioas of our time, of the new problem and 
the new generation, with some statement of the issues which 
iire to be worked through; and the n°ad of a right attitude 
toward things old and new, we could hero speak to the min¬ 
or our own day "1th the voice of the abiding gospel. 

4. \ discussion of the issues and the principles and th path of 
solution in the matter of the dispute : uestions of ha 
function of the Assembly and the "resbytery in licensure 
■i.U ordination, of revise and control, etc. 

. consideration of the issues ro- ing out of the tnotriiwl 
ieliverances and the meaning of "essential and ne>ry. 

6* A treatment of the fourth ite1 
namely: the pro> ress of the 
strung * call as ' e can make 
for her > resent task utl for 

in our original c rani re ion, 

• 01• r 
to th>: '’hurch to gir t herself 
her on srd movemant. 
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I triad to v-Ti to do-*n on un lay if tarncoii the oatline of 
what I s?»i>i on these last three points, and shall he glad to report it to 
yon although it Is very unsatisfactory an' '.such of it tentative. ( ne culd 

■»i3): to revise its form of statement and perhaps also -dter materially its 
cubstance. 

I. 
As to the relation of the rrnsby'ery and \r-aerably. 7h« con¬ 

stitution •rinl government of our church and its iscl'ions throughout the gen¬ 
erations have evi fently sought to establish and to isaintaia a balance of row¬ 
er and of responsibility in the organisation of foe church in '■ its administra¬ 
tion. It has been recognised that in the Church the seat of authority under 
Sol and the ‘scriptures is, .*» Is the case Iso in the fcata, resident in the 
people. presbytery and ' ynod an l aneral Assembly have the pt> • nrs -hioh the 
Church has by it* .ction nonferre-i upr n there. In the matter of povers of 
licensure and ordination the statement and distribution of these powers has 
not been so explicit and definitive as tr. preclude and pro out differences of 
opinion as to the rights and duties of the Presbyteries and the sr bly. 
|t owl i seere, and It is generally agreed, that original authority «ttd Juried!— 
ticn in licensure and ordination arc vested in the r«sbytsry: that the greety- 
terjr is bound to satisfy itself ns to the fitness of the candidates and to re- 
•-'niro .affirmative answers to the- constitutional queatit<ast that ■my member of 
the Presbytery disagreeing ritfc. the action of the Presbytery in the licensing 
of 3 candidate «sy appeal to the higher courts, that the general Assembly if 
it approves and sustains such appeal may remand a licensure to the rssbytery 
for revocation but cannot so ict in ordination. In ordination t>v .ction of 
a Presbytery is final arid the minister ordained cannot be touched except by 
prosecution for offenses committed subse meat tt ordination. Th only re¬ 
course of the General assembly, if it disapproves of the ordination, i 
reprimand to the a-esbytery and if the offense is repeated onu the Assembly 
believes such : course to be Justified and required, the excision of the of¬ 

fending Presbytery. 

but bayoni this agreement tvo widely separated md liver .eat 
vlere have emerged in our history and ,»re with u-‘> today. 

At one extreme it is held that the cowers cf the presbytery in 
li ensure and ordination ere meant to bn final m ; exclusive, -ini .t the other 
extreme th ,t all such to err. are subject to the superior authority of the tenor¬ 
al saeribly under the lav: of ay-sal and also of the trrembly’R right of review 
and control ml that authority as to the terms and 'unification of licensure 
nod ordination res|d^^^B the General miwW|. goither of tMM extreme views 
appears to os to ^OnwWM&ig’nr practically expedient. Stu lew of the church 
clearly provides for appeal® u> the higher courts in the aw tier of licensures 

•i i ’ ordination and specifies that such m. nal if made by one-t>.ird of the 
rcsbytery acts as « stay upon further prcc-edi of the 7reabytury in the 

matter until the appeal i ; decided. It if argued, hot ever, that s uch appeals 
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of f f abGtoce °* » written record of the examination 
of the candidate and of tho .'totion* of the resbytery{ that our coat titu- 
ti°n does not onnter*>l*te such roeordsas the ordinary «n4 natural procedure. 

cednre ff i f •»«?»««*“ •*• *>t to be conceived in terms of ^oh pro-' 
oedure, involving suspicion and premration tor objection and appeal hat 
the functions of the resbytery in nuch natters to be fnceiTel ae 

nrrly and af ectionate, tasirias to encourage rather than affright yowto 
me-) soeWatr to give their liver, to the service of the Phriatian ministry 
and to encourage the full development of their qualifications therefor/ 

nrovi Ifl e-v „ 10ta/r hand n lB elsaP the Church intended to 
provide f r a faithful and competent ministry of the Church as a whole and 
not merely fr a ministry locally or ^resbytarially aoce table, that the 

°r “• *** »'- -««»*■- 

v ,u In ““ eiirr9n!i8r of the parity of the ministry of the .-hole 
^hureh and the substitution therefor of variant standards likely to result 
in time in the reexaminetion by tee roebyterlea of ordained men entering 
them fro- other Praebyteries. 3 

2. In the creation of Presbyterian of divert standards and 
requirements. 

g»«p. or “ a" 'U*"1”Uo" <’f u'* 
4. In the loss of corporate unity of doctrine and conviction. 

_r 1 ths nthf>r haad it is clear tfc.fc the lav of the Church 
i no t contemplate the General Assembly as tee examining, licensing or 

oraaining body and that any development vhinh directly or in effect’’'locates 
this authority in -hole or in part in the Assembly is in disarrangement of the 

: !! /f U°h f“Btipa" a »"*«« or Board; it could not e*er- 
„,R/TViS!t'” *?? fi'irC of raadlt3*toe reouired in our constitution. 

* la2’alops8nt wul3 J'9,afJVe the Presbytery, vhich is a smaller and 
e,,3>iy permanent body, a function which requires cueh a body for f-fs 

boty incapable of its satisfactory performance. d 

Pp.a- , „ eV It seams dear that our Church has always intended that the 
;k ff" *honla be conceived as the licensing and ordaining body of the 
hurch subject to tee Assembly*s authority to hear appeals and to give coun¬ 

sel, ’ it/' rover — 

appeal and nt^ r*WoatU’’a of H e*mc,fle license after constitutional 

2. 'to reprimand any Presbytery for wrong action in ordination. 

.m„m, . * l/ 1 1;,r,t rasort to exscind any resbytery recalcitrant or 
obdurate in its disregard of the Assembly's constitutional authority. 
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It aoee# to w that ovto cl'- r ihsby of rsobytarjeS' f$ 
to It* hso4 v the ?>*tnr !»*©«» of the eonttitatioa .%« hoott of 

5!<sat fit: *n '-r-l to th« f0.rbrriy c. ■ *j*eett**BSEews it Bft t tWlWtiMI 

of eswifSjdatw 'ol to r?m*-®3rr:iti«a e ? / tT.$,ts -r ' tlont.1 ■■ •nei 

fcet? <wwt ll<o«iMNuni an4 ©r4in»M«a ««-<t to the fall -tiseinrsi: of th« .-table* 

«hl<$H devolve rniior that eoftPt!tatS©‘i tiy-'ve e.-vsh ■'rastefttvy tc > ,»tch «*.«r 
‘*ai tfca ?et»n«, jririty, tialfcjr n i >"Ftv res « of ■■ ; C veto. h«a 

emwitotee ire sot -.'ale an jet tr. ;;t»* «» a*r<wred mi :>•>;/• itive :.?(rsr! to 

)»festo 7. t S HtlMtl 8*4 l3",irto/ •« ■•nr la* Mpest*; Map ritotHS be kept 
ai.«f too ftutart&t »a<i fwtinal onw of - tto« ■/resbylery, extending if 

a**-! h« fcur ; ®rio4 too «’««» iletswr* *<*l ©rltaatte* beyond the yea* .-■ro- 

»i?*3 i ear eo ..-tit'Jtioa i; the hor* that. Vy tody ew4 grayer tbs *y>~ 

• fiat* wey com in if- ft’l T»saraa®« of r*. * ■•?-• ah •"- lc« .;!««• •rcff.me 
of a. faithful br.v. 

n. 

Oii.fi be «e ti« a of *>..- o' of v v *>»ec.bl; 
to tooni* «|te®ai: to the Troth u i?-ter vet th«- 4;r: trine f ' • o Cj"?reto 
(r.ite i«ti«ns), tone th* -.eeee&ly e**-v~rt -opi| *y or ‘ t : r.h-jr »; , i-itutita* 
or »cao4arda ef u -t ohareh, or v?i tr ?} -•;/ <***.• - ;. tf .trirH-, tu-r 
can a gntiialal &.•.ruisaioa Sr- re. to thl- ’i".l - . ;;i p&yoii:. 1 
agreet-wat metsti&m avlee^ f ae :. f tta»e *!-.{• a beta haw.. mro2» tartar 4I»- 
cufsii/i tote b-.-eo *J»ether the i-risMij *■ ■«■ tr'--~w? *«.>«•' ltr . i: i miag 
fotreuml (.Jellverfiaees Scel.-rio;;; *;.r . v ‘. -7 « • -.ulL 1 sd 
aeaeeaavy* x it t>o !’t*v ; f>'. • *• «J< • >. - t > *. v. -.'flat i; -. 

Oi '7 .: . . v .! ■!.<:. '. 1. •_ ■ - ■■••, t, :• n- of ' ■ .: 
of former y? ssia, hub ’••* V-urr '* r !■; f • •»1;.* 3':»tlv •;.< st«~ 
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OEMiBAL SOIylOlTOH. 
1410 DODGE STREET 

OMAHA, NEB., 

April 29, 1927. 

Rev. Henry C. Swearingen, 

780 Summit Avenue, 

St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Dear Doctor: 

Referring to our discussion the other day about 

the power of the General Assembly to set aside an ordination 

on doctrinal or constitutional grounds: 

We all agreed that if the ordination took place in 

the face of a stay that it could be declared invalid and set 

aside by order of the General Assembly. 

Judge Moore did not agree as to the power of the 

General Assembly to set aside an ordination in cases where 

there was no stay and the ordination had taken place pending 

a review by the General Assembly, lily point was that in view 

of the long established practice and custom of the church, as 

well as the reserved power of the presbytery, to recognize a < 

man once ordained as ordained for all time, the General 

Assembly had no power to annul an ordination in cases where 

no stay was obtained, and the ordination had actually taken 

place before the General Assembly had had an opportunity to 

hear the case 
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Judge Moore was of the opinion that regardless 

of a stay the General Assembly had the right to set aside 

an ordination if in its judgment it was in conflict with 

the doctrines or constitution of the church. 

In support of the point I made, I wish to quote 

a little law on the subject, taken from 37 Cyc 602. This 

book is available to practically all lawyers and the 

various propositions laid down are supported by proper 

authority. 

"A supersedeas suspends the efficacy of a 
judgment, but does not, like a reversal, annul 
the judgment itself. Its object and effect are 
to stay future proceedings, and not to undo 
what is already done. Whatever is lawfully done 
under the judgment before the supersedeas takes 
effect is valid and must stand. Anything done 
afterward is unauthorized by the judgment, and 
must be set aside." 

I also quote from 4 Dana (ky.), Runyon v. Bennett, 

page 599: 

"A supersedeas suspends the efficacy of a 
judgment, but does not, like a reversal annul 
the judgment itself. Its object and effect are 
to stay future proceedings, and not to undo what 
is already done. It has no retroactive operation, 
so as to deprive the judgment of its force and 
authority from the beginning, but only suspends 
them after and while it is itself effectual. A 
consequence of this is, that whatever is done 
under the judgment, after and while it is 
superseded, being done without authority from 
the judgment, which is then powerless, and 
against the authority and mandate of the super¬ 
sedeas, should be set aside as improperly and 
irregularly done but that whatever^ is done 
according to the judgment, before the super¬ 
sedeas takes effect, is upheld by the authority 
of the judgment, and is not overreached by the 
supersedeas." 
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You will understand., in considering this matter, 

that a supersedeas granted ty a court is the same as a stay 

provided for in our constitution. 

When I recall the binding effect of Isaac's 

blessing of Jacob, notwithstanding the fraud involved, 

I can realize more fully the reasons for the decision of 

the General Assembly quoted by you in our Chicago meeting. 

Very truly yours, 

(Sgd) N. H. LOOMIS 

NHLg 

cc - Hon. 

Hon. 

Rev. 

Rev. 

John H. DeWitt: 

Nathan G. Moore 

Lewis S. Mudge: 

Mark Matthew: 
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Cutting, Moore & Sidley 

11 So. Tja Salle Street 

CHICAGO 

May 3, 1927. 

Rev. Henry G.Swearingen, 
780 Summit Avenuek 
St.Paul, Minnesota. 

My dear Doator: 

I have received a copy of a letter from. Fr. N.H. 

Loomis to you on the subject of the power and authority 

of the General Assembly in case of an appeal and the ef¬ 

fect of its judgments. Mr.Loomis is an old friend of 

mine and if I can bring it about he will always be such, 

but unhappily that does not justify me in holding that 

he is always right on a question of law. In the present 

case I think he is altogether wrong. As the matter is 

important,- indeed, is of the very essence of the pres¬ 

ent inquiry,- I think it desirable do state the errors in 

his position as I understand them, and the stages oy 

which the question may be clarified. 1 wish I could do 

this in a brief space, but I could not make it clear 

without setting the argument out in full. 

In the first place, I think we must eliminate 

altogether the proposition that a ''custom" of the church, 

or any "reserved powers" of Presbytery, have anything to 

do with the question. Even if such a custom would help 

the matter there has never been in fact such a custom. 

In our Conference of two days there was not a single 

instance suggested in which the General assembly, in 

dealing with that question, in any manner recognized the 
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right of a man wrongfully ordained to continue co 

preach after an order reversing. The only instance 

I can recall in which the question arose was exact¬ 

ly opposite, for the Assembly exercised its author¬ 

ity to demote the appointee. I have not examined 

these authorities myself, but they were read to us. If 

therefore a single instance could matce a custom that 

custom is the other way. But nowhere is it held, in 

law or in practice, that a custom not to act affirms 

anything on the subject,. The utmost that has been 

said is that the Assembly never exercised its power. 

My contention is that this does not create a custom, 

but leaves it open to oe dealt with when the Assembly 

does elect to act on it. 

But there is nothing better settled than that a 

custom must be affirmative, and not negative. 

All the following quotations are taken from 27 

Ruling Case Law, commencing on page 154. 

(o 154i) "In order that a usage may oe binding, 
it is essential that it be peaceably ac¬ 
quiesced in by those whose rights are af¬ 
fected by it, and not subject to conten¬ 
tion and dispute." 

(p 155): "A custom must be certain and unifoi’m 
in order that it may be recognized as 
valid and enforceable in a court of law. 
It must be so uniform in its operation 
that the parties must oe presumed to have 
known it and acted in reference to it. 
Lack of definiteness is fatal to t/e ex¬ 
istence of a. custom, and a loose usage 
for an indefinite period, limited to a 
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few persons in one particular locality, 
is not a sufficient showing of a custom 
in a court of law." 

(p.157): "The courts have repeatedly declared 
that a usage or custom, in order to he 
binding, must be general, or at least so 
general and universal in character that 
knowledge of it may well be presumed." 

(p.159): "It is well settled that a custom or 
usage, to be operative, must be reason¬ 
able, and that an absurd and unreasonable 
custom is not binding." 

(p.164): "It is the well settled general rule 
that in order that a custom or usage may 
be regarded as uinding, it is essential 
that it be legal." 

It is plain therefore that there was no such 

custom in the pr sent case. The contrary of this propo¬ 

sition has been affirmed many times and with great con¬ 

viction by a large party in the church. The custom could 

not become a law in tne face of opposition of that charac 

ter, for the question is "in contention and dispute". 

In the second place, Mr. Loomis ssumes, and it 

was so stated in the Commission, that the Presbytery had 

the power to maintain, support, and back up a minister 

after his ordination had been declared wrongful by the 

General Assembly by virtue of its so-called "reserved 

power". I do not know what "reserved power" can possibly 

mean unless it means those powers which were not conferred 

on the General Assembly. It has not been denied, so far 

as I know, out expressly conceded, that the power was in 
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fact conferred on the General Assembly to review by ap¬ 

peal, and also to reverse, nations of the Presbytery, 

including such as this. In plain language such author¬ 

ity is expressly conferred by the church standards. If 

so that power at least no longer continues in the Pres¬ 

bytery, (except subject to the action of the General 

Assembly on appeal), and is not a "reserved power" in 

any sense which would enable the Presbytery to over¬ 

power the action of the General Assembly. If "reserved" 

it was not "conferred"; and if "conferred" it was not 

"reserved". 

I do not see how the construction can be maintain¬ 

ed therefore that there is either a "custom" or a "re¬ 

served power" which bears on the question at all. If 

not, then the whole question is one of construction. It 

was not denied in the Commission, so far as I can recall, 

that the General Assembly is given power, on such appeal, 

both to "review" and to "reverse" the act of the Pres¬ 

bytery in this as in other cases; and yet Mr.Loomis 

seems to suppose that a minister who derives his sole 

authority from an order thus lawfully reversed still has 

the same s tatus, and continues to hold and act upon it 

as if it was lawful. For this the principal argument is 

that where a privilege is given to "stay proceedings , 

which is not exercised, a judgment of reversal which 

would nullify the order of the Presoytery if there were 
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a stay is ineffectual if there is not; in other words 

that a judgment on the identical record would be effec¬ 

tual if a stay were taken, but ineffectual if not. 

This is new law to me. I never heard it assert¬ 

ed before, and the rules of law quoted in Mr.Loomis' 

letter do not so assert. On the contrary, in 3 Corpus 

Juris, Sec.1400 (p.1278), (which is the volume to which 

he refers,) it is said: 

"Under the statutes regulating the filing 
of supersedeas bonds it is generally held 
that as a supersedeas has the effect of mere¬ 
ly staying proceedings without hestroyipg 
the force and effect of the judgment and leaves 
the proceedings in the condition in which it 
finds them, a judgment, order, or decree which 
does not command or permit any act to be done, 
or is not of a nature to be actively enforced 
by execution or otherwise, out is self-execut¬ 
ing, is not within the statute, as there is 
nothing upon which a stay bond can operate in 
such a case." 

I never heard of a decision in any court that 

the reversal of a judgment or order of the court below 

was any less or more effectual when there is not a super¬ 

sedeas; nor that any person who is a party or a party 

in interest in the proceeding may hold on to anything he 

gets by virtue of that order after it is annulled. This 

is altogether fanciful, and unsound. Strangers to the 

record, who rely on and act upon the jurisdiction ot the 

court, and who have paid out something in good faith in 

reliance on the judgment, may, it is true, keep the 
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property so acquired; but even in such a case a party 

to the proceeding, or a person affected thereby, who 

gets any benefit from enforcing the order during the 

pendency of the appeal must restore it afterwards. 

Mr.Loomis will not controvert this, and I be¬ 

lieve no lawyer ever has. 

It is plain, therefore, that aside from mere 

delay a stay of proceedings can have no eifect whatever 

on the efficacy of a judgment in case of reversal. The 

author of freeman on Judgments, Fifth Edition, (Sec. 

1167), says; 

"Reversal of a judgment by any compe¬ 
tent authority restores the parties liti¬ 
gant to the same condition in which they 
were prior to its rendition. ihe judgment 
reversed becomes mere waste paper." 

If therefore the order of the Presbytery is 

lawfully reversed oy the General Assembly, it is as 

completely nullified as if it had never existed; and 

a stay of proceedings, or no stay, has no effect upon 

it. 

The proposition that the minister who is thus 

ordained by a void order can caep tne status he there¬ 

by acquiree could never be true unless he oe treated 

as a stranger to the proceedings acquiring his_right 

thereunder in o;ood faith and without no_c_iee. 

It is quite certain that even if the judgment 

were one for the recovery of money,or for the fore- 
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closure of a mortgage, or for the partition of real 

estate, a third person is only protected against the 

Judgment where he had parted with something valuable 

on the faith of the decree. If lie too* it without a 

consideration, which he might run the risk of losing} 

or if he took it as a volunteer i.e., as a gift or 

voluntary transfer, for which he paid nothing, he 

stands in the same position as a party to the suit. 

Such plainly is the position of the supposed minister, 

who gets his authority to act without waiving or losing 

any valuable right, and without consideration, wholly 

because of the unlawful act of the Presbytery, which 

by reason of the reversal has ceased to exist. 

It is impossible, it seems to me, to suppose 

that, even if he were not deemed a "party" to the pro¬ 

ceeding, he could get the advantage of it, and keep it 

after reversal in spite of the fact that a lawful auth¬ 

ority has held that it was without Jurisdiction. 

But in such a case as this he is a party to the 

proceeding. It is his application for authority to act 

as a minister of the church which is dealt with, and 

the order granting which is reversed. This is not af¬ 

fected by the fact that in form the appeal attacks the 

act of the Presbytery. This is true on every civil, 

as well as ecclesiastical appeal, even if the judgment 

is for money, and is entitled in the private names of 
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the parties. It is even more clear in those numerous 

cases,- as in cases involving estates, or bankruptcies, 

or cases of public interest, in which the title is 

different, though the grievances be private. It is al¬ 

ways the ,j ud,-<ment of tne court which is attached, and 

that alone is dealt with‘by the reviewing court. There 

is no rule of law more indefensible, in logic as in 

equity, as to hold that one who is going to profit or 

lose by the result, and whose rights are considered and 

dealt with in the proceeding, is not a party to it, no 

matter what the form of the proceeding may oe. This 

question is not artificial, but substantial, and no 

other rule has ever been pronounced, so far as I know, 

frequently in the lower court the active litigation is 

between two individuals, but, even so, on appeal the 

whole contention is whether the court below did right 

or wrong; and nothing the parties or either of them 

can do will change this governing question. 

But furthermore the action of the Presbytery in 

such a case is of the class known in the Law as "In Rem 

No specific rights are asserted by or against the inaiv 

idual. It is an application to create a new 'status', 

which of itself will have an advantage for one of the 

parties, but which will deprive the other of nothing. 

Such cases are dealt with frequently, and iall within 
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the clas6 known as "Judgments in rem". 

The suoject is fully discussed in Ireeman on 

Judgments, Fifth Sdition, Chapter XXVIII. (Sec.1517), 

where numerous definitions are given, but the following 

is said to oe the most reliable one, i.e.s 

"It (a Judgment in rem) is an adjudica¬ 
tion pronounced upon the status of some 
particular subject matter, by a tribunal 
having competent authority for that pur¬ 
pose, depending for its .effect on this 
principle, that it is a 'solemn declara¬ 
tion proceeding from an accredited quarter 
concerning the status of the thing adjudi¬ 
cated upon, which very declaration operates 
accordingly upon the status of the thing 
adjudicated upon, and ipso facto renders it 
such as it is thereby, declared to oe.'" 

and in Section *-519 the authority said: 

"The distinguishing characteristic of 
Judgments in rem is, that wherever their 
obligation is recognized and enforced s 
against any person, it is e quail., recog¬ 
nized and enforced as against all persons. 
It seems to us that the true definition of 
a Judgment in rem is, that it 'is an adjud¬ 
ication' against some person or thing, or 
'upon the status of some subject matter,' 
which, wherever and whenever binding upon 
any person, is equally binding upon all 
persons." 

Such is the case where the Presbytery, on the 

application of an individual, sits to consider whether, 

by certain defined tests, he is entitled to oe put in 

the position and occupy tne status and possess the qual¬ 

ities of a minister of the Presbyterian Church. 

In our Conference a few days ago Mr. Loomis 

suggested an election to office as being pertinent. I 
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thought it was, and still am of that opinion. The rule 

is established that in the case of a contested election, 

where the decision is appealed from, with or without a 

stay order, if it is found that the party holding the 

election certificate was not lawfully chosen he can do 

no further acts in that capacity. It is said in Corpus 

Juris (Vol.20, Sec.378), as follows: 

"In the absence of a statute controlling, 
the legal effect of a judgment of ouster 
from an office while it stands is to render 
null and void all subsequent pretended of¬ 
ficial acts of the person ousted." 

and in Section 377 (p.263) the following: 

"The judgment of the legislature in a 
contest for the office of governor is final 
and conclusive, and where the incumbent is 
adjudged not to be entitled to the office 
his powers immediately cease, the judgment 
being self-executing, and official acts 
thereafter performed by him are void, al¬ 
though he retains possession of the execu¬ 
tive building, archives and records." 

For the foregoing reasons:’, and the others which 

1 stated orally before the Commission, I do not concur 

in Mr.Loomis’ interpretation of the law on this vital 

point. If my position is correct I suppose it is the 

duty of the Commission to so report, whatever the pre¬ 

dilection or preconception of individuals may be. In 

that case the report would be that a reversal by the 

General Assembly of an order for ordination reverses 

it completely, and that the person claiming ordination 

under it is ipso facto deprived of such status; and 
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that his subsequent acts in that capacity, (whatever his 

prior ones may be), are without autnority, anti whorly 

void. 

NG'M JC 



ay 9,1927 

The Eon. Nathan G. Moore, 
Chtting, oore f i-idley, 
11 . out. La Salle Street, 
Chicago, Ill. 

y uear Judge ’.oore, 

Tour kint ote of hay 6th is just received and I have also the copy 
of , our letter to Or. Swearingen with regard to l_r. Loomis’ opinion whicl 1 
have not seen, and which 1 judge he has written since our meeting in Chicago, 
regarding the latter, I suppose Dr. Swearingen will write fully. I should think 
that the issue would turn very largely on them! :•& of the rite of ordination, :.M 
as to whether our Church law and tradition conceives of th: t rite re an easily 

reversible act, or -whether it is of an entirely different nature. Legal processes 
could pronounce a child th t had been Lorn of an illegal marriage illegitit ite but 
no legal process could unborn the child. The child could !>■: killed no doubt, but 
that would be an entirely different proceeding. I do not '-nov whether ordination 
is this sort of an act or rot, but from a great many aiseussior®th;t I have listened 
to it ■ ould seen that there are people in our Church, both the conservative as well 
as the liber 1, who take sor vies- as this as to the irreversibility of an ordination 
once accomplished. Of course, a man can be deposed, but apparently this must be 
done by a separate process. 

I am not ’hurch lawyer enough to know the f;cts but it seemB to ne that 
your letter to Dr. Owearingen assumes absolutely the validity of ivil processes and 
analogies which our hurch 1 . has explicitly disavowed, and also you have passed 
over such an illustration ns the one 1 have suggested and others that ' r. Loomis 
proposed which indicate that even in the civil courts there are things done that 
once done cannot be undone although their doers may be punished tnd obliged to do 
something else. 

ith reference to your kind letter of the 6th, I evidently did misapprehend 
.our letter to Dr. Clarice. hat .-.is lead mo reference there to the desirability 
of releasing the head of each of the great boards from responsibility of administration 
an. instructing him to devote hi -self to field propaganda. If you have in ind a general 
field force 1 think you would be encouraged to know how large a number of such . en have 
been at work. Indeed the criticism has been just the opposite of yours, namely, that 

t-Dying tpp large a staff of field men for ; hurch visitation. In our 
foreign Board e have tried to avoid both extremes. e h-.ve about three .en district 
secretaries, and one or tvo men here at Lead carters giving all their time to field 
work, while those of us who are in administration . ork give a large part of our time 
to the same service. e have also, as you knov., several hundred missionaries at home 
at any given time on furlough• 'hese have al ays proved to be the best and most ef¬ 
ficient missionary advocates end propagandists. Of late years a great many of them 
have event a good part of their tire during furlough in graduate study in further pro* 
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partition for their work on the field. This has diminished,perhaps, the 

volume of Cbarch visitation. 

Very sincerely yours. 

. sC 
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The I!on. Nathan (I. I'oore, 
Cfattin,-, oore --idle. , 
11 f out; La Salle :treet, 
Chicago, Ill. 

i.y dear Judge loore. 

Yoar kind note of Kay 6 th is just received and 1 have also the copy 
of .our letter to Dr. Swearingen vith regard to r. Loomis* opinion hie) I 
have not seen, and v.hich I judge he has written since our meofin, in .i ica ,o. 
Regarding the latter, I suppose Dr. Swearingen will rite fully. I should think 
that the issue would turn very largely on themtxrd of the rite oi ordination, ;nd 
as to whether our Church law and tradition conceives of th t rite ns an easily 
reversible act, or whether it is of an entirely different nature. Legal processes 
could pronounce a child that had been bom of an illegal marriage illeitim ta but 
no legal process could unborn the child. 'Jhe child could be killed no doubt, but 
that would be an entirely different proceeding. 1 no not kno’ whether ordination 
is this sort of an act or rot, but from a rest many discussion* th:t 1 have listened 
to it ould seem that there are people in our Church, both the conservative as ..ell 
as the liberal, who take some view as this as to the irreversibility of an ordination 
once accomplished. Of course, a man earn be deposed, but apparently this must be 

done by s separate process. 

I am not Church lawyer enough to know the ff-cts but it seems to me i<nai, 
our letter to Dr. Swearingen assumes absolutely the validity of civil processes and 

analogies which our hurch 1 has explicitly disavowed, and also you ■ ve passed 
over such an illustration as the one 1 have suggested and others that r. Loomis 
proposed which indicate that even in the civil courts there are things none that 
once done cannot be undone although their doers may be punished and obliged to do 

something else. 

ith reference to pour kind letter of the 6th, I evidently did misapprehend 
our letter to Dr. Clarke. ' hat misled me was your referebcw there to the desirability 

of releasing the head of each of the great boards from responsibility of administration 
ano instructing him to devote himself to field propaganda. If you rave in mind a general 
field force I think you would be encouraged to know how large a number oi such men nave 
been at work. Indeed the criticism has been just the opposite of yours, namely, »hat 
the -.cards were employing tpp large a staff of field men for Church visitation. In our 
foreign Board we have tried to avoid both extremes. e have about t.uroe men distri 
secretaries, and one or two men here at head uarters giving all their time to f el 
work, while those of us who are in administration work ;ive a large part oi our -ime 
to the same service. e have also, us you know, several hundred missionaries at norae 
at any given time on furlough. ?hese have always proved to be the oes. end most ef¬ 
ficient missionary advocates and propagandists. Of late years e great many o -em 
hav, spent a good part of their time during furlough in graduate study in furt; er pre- 
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paration for their work on the field. This has diminished,perhaps, the 
volume of Church visitation. 

Very sincerely yours. 

» 

* 
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Rev. Henry C. Swearingen, 

780 Summit Avenue, 

St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Hear Doctor: 

I have read with a good deal of interest Judge 

Moore's letter to you of May 3d, and am sorry we cannot 

agree on the point involved. I know you are anxious for 

a unanimous report and it may he that you can avoid the 

issue in such manner as to make it possible for Judge 

Moore to sign the report without dissenting as to any 

portion of it. 

I believe if the Judge had been present at our 

previous meeting and had heard the discussion in regard 

to the custom of recognizing a minister once ordained as 

always ordained, that he might have come to a different 

conclusion about it. My conclusion is based upon the 

statements of ministers who are members of the committee 

and of other ministers long in the service (including my 

own pastor) with whom I have talked on the subject, and 

I finally made up my mind that we could very properly 

affirm the existence of such custom under the rules quoted 

by Judge Moore upon the testimony of leading ministers 
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in our denomination. Furthermore it is a fact tfhich appears 

to he consistent with the decisions of the General Assembly, 

some of which were quoted by you in our last meeting. 

As to the reserve power of the presbytery: It 

must be conceded that if the presbytery ordains a minister, 

and there is no effort to review its action, that he remains 

an ordained minister regardless of his doctrinal beliefs or 

constitutional views, unless or until he is unfrocked through 

process thereafter initiated. The approval or sanction of 

the General Assembly is not necessary for the ordination of 

a minister. This illustrates the existence of what I call 

the reserve power of the presbytery. 

If the powers of the General Assembly are to be 

invoked to prevent ordination it must be done in the manner 

provided by the constitution or the ordination stands. The 

constitution provides the method which must be followed in 

order to stay the hand of the presbytery, and if that method 

is not followed, and the presbytery proceeds in the absence 

of a stay, notwithstanding a complaint to the General 

Assembly the ordination is valid. The presbytery having 

the power to ordain, the exercise of that power cannot be 

interferred with unless the constitutional method of doing 

so is followed. 

The General Assembly can pass upon the con¬ 

stitutional questions involved, but if a stay has not 
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"been granted, and the ordination has taken place, it stands, 

regardless of any views the General Assembly may entertain 

with respect to the propriety of the ordination. The General 

Assembly may discipline the presbytery for its conduct, but 

the ordination having taken place the child (as Mr. Speer 

aptly put it in our last meeting) has been born, and the act 

of birth cannot be undone. 

I believe that the foregoing views are in accord 

with the decisions of the courts, and I could quote a large 

number of cases to support them. I will call attention to one of 

the leading cases on the subject, Board of Commissioners v. Gorman, 

19 Wallace (U. S.), page 661. In that case which went to the 

Supreme Court of the United States on writ of error directed to 

the Territory of Idaho, the Board of Commissioners of Boise 

county, and B. T. Davis, plaintiffs in error, asked that a 

writ might issue from the Supreme Court commanding the 

restoration of Davis to the office of assessor and tax 

collector of Boise county for the reason, as was alleged, 

that he had been ousted from that office by virtue of a writ 

issued upon the judgment in the court below, after the allowance 

of a writ of error to the Supreme Court, which operated as a 

supersedeas. The court held that the supersedeas granted in 

that case stayed further -proceedings, but did not interfere 

with what had already been done. As Davis had been ousted from 

the office of assessor and tax collector before the supersedeas 

became effective, the Supreme Court refused to interfere. 
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In the ease of Foster v. Kansas. 112 U. S. 201, 

Foster was ousted by the judgment of the State Court from 

the position of County Attorney for refusing to enforce 

the prohibitory law. He appealed to the Supreme Court of 

the United States on constitutional grounds. He secured a 

supersedeas but before it became effective a successor to 

Foster had been appointed and had qualified. Foster's 

successor, Moore, was cited before the Supreme Court for 

contempt for violating the supersedeas. The court held 

that Moore was not guilty of contempt as the supersedeas 

could not undo what had already taken place. Notwithstanding 

the appeal Moore was appointed and as the stay was not 

granted until after the appointment had taken place the 

court held that Moore was not guilty of contempt. I quote 

from the syllabus: 

"When a judgment of a State court removes a 
State officer and thereby vacates the office, and 
a writ of error from this court is allowed for 
the reversal of that judgment, one appointed to 
the vacancy with knowledge of the granting of the 
writ of error on the part of the judge of the 
Supreme Court of the State making the appointment, 
but before the filing of the writ in the clerk s 
office where the record remains, is guilty ox l 
contempt of this court in assuming to perform the 
duties"of the office." 

Analagous principles are announced in injunction 

cases. I quote from Section 23 of the Fourth Edition of 

High on Injunctions: 

"#23. Injunction not corrective of past 
injuries. The appropriate function of the writ 
of injunction is to afford preventive relief 
only, and not to correct injuries which have 
already been committed, or to restore parties 
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to rights of which they have already been _ 
deprived. It is not, therefore, an appropriate 
remedy to procure relief for past injuries, and 
it is only to he used for the prevention of a 
future injury actually threatened, and to pre- 
vent the perpetration of a legal wrong for which 
no adequate remedy can he had in damages, ^d 
n-F the n.nt sought to he enjoined has already 

oSSIttid^qilti will not interfere, since 
granting of an injunction ffider such cir^ 

TvmriHtances would he a useless act^ 

Notwithstanding Judge Moore's able argument, I am 

firmly convinced that we can very properly declare that if an 

ordination when consummated is legal so that the man ordained 

can exercise the functions of the office, the General Assembly 

has no power to set the ordination aside. It can he treated 

in ecclesiastical law as an accomplished fact, just as con¬ 

clusive as the fact that the levee rfin the Missis<^^ver 

was recently cut by government officers and could not^ e 

prevented by the injunctive power of any court. 

Very truly yours, 

NHLg 
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May 13, 1927. 

Rev. H. C. Swearingen, 
780 Summit Avenue, 
St. Paul, Minnesota. 

My dear Doctor: 

I think whatever any one desires to say on the sub¬ 

ject pending before the Commission ought to be said at once so 

that the commissioners may have it before them in time to con¬ 

sider it before final action. Accordingly I am writing this 

immediately on receiving Mr. Loomis* letter directed to you 

(dated May 9th). It is intended not only to answer Mr. Loomis' 

suggestions, which I deem untenable, but also to pLace before 

the Commission a summary of the whole situation as I view it. 

Mr. Loomis first suggests that he bases his belief 

in a "custom,'' to be justified by the statements of commissions 

and other individuals whom he consulted; but it is perfectly 

apparent to all the commissioners that there is a numerous and 

influential party in the church who think otherwise. This 

leaves Mr. Loomis in the position of accepting the theory of 

one group add controverting that of another. This is quite 

legitimate for the action of a commissioner to convince himself; 

but it does not prove a custom,- quite the contrary. 

Mr. Loomis' second suggestion is as to the nature 

and source of the "reserved"powers of the presbyteries. It 

seems that he does not here refer to fundamental powers, re¬ 

served from the grant to the General Assembly,- which would be 

contrary to the plain faot; for the express power in question 
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here is granted, in terms clear beyond construction, to the 

General Assembly;- but his present reference is to nothing 

more than his personal conclusion about the merits of the 

question as to what is the extent of the power of the General 

Assembly. This he says "illustrates the existence of what 

I call Reserved power1 of the Presbytery." 

On these two points therefore Mr. Loomis1 views 

are personal to himself, and do not even aid in determining 

what the law is,- ecclesiastical or civil. Mr. Loomis is 

equally unfortunate when he comes to back up his view of the 

legal question by authorities. He mentions two decisions of 

the Supreme Court of the United States: 

(1) Board of Commissioners v. Gorman, 19 Wallace, 
(U.S.) p. 661; 

(2) Foster v. Kansas, 112 U.S., 201. 

Neither of these cases gives any support to his proposition. 

In neither of them did the application dealt with by the Supreme 

Court relate in any way to the effect of the absence of a super¬ 

sedeas on the final .judgment. Both these applications were made 

by interlocutory motion, while the writ of error was pending in 

the Supreme Court, and requested the court to reinstate the 

former condition temporarily, and until the final deoision should 

be rendered. A glance at the cases confirms this statement. 

Neither of those cases is even mentioned by the Supreme Court 
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when it comes to lay down the rule on the question we are to 

determine, as will be seen below. They do not therefore bear 

at all on the question before the Commission, which is,- 

whether or not a status, which is oreated by an order of 

Presbytery, continues after that order has been reversed; and 

also incidentally whether the court of review could, if neces¬ 

sary, require the reinstatement of the original status, as a 

part of its judgment of reversal. The latter, and not the 

former, is the law as declared in the Supreme Court of the 

United States. See Hovey v. LIcDonald, 109 U.S., 150 (159), 

where the court said: 

"A supersedeas * * * operates from the 
time of the completion of those acts which are 
requisite to call it into existence. If, before 
those acts are performed, an execution has been 
lawfully issued, a writ of supersedeas directed 
to the officer holding it will be necessary; 
but if the writ of execution has been not only 
lawfully issued, but actually executed, there 
is no remedy until the appellate proceedings are 
ended, when, if the judgment or decree be reversed, 
a writ of restitution will be awarded.*1 

In the latter case money in the hands of a receiver 

had been paid over to the parties named in a decree before an 

appeal was prayed, and therefore before there was any super¬ 

sedeas. The court afterwards ordered that money to be other¬ 

wise applied, and that question also was held to be involved 

in the appeal. 
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The first decree was entered by the jpaoial Terra 

in the District of Columbia and the second by the General Terra, 

which considers sppeuls from the special Tons. On that ape sal 

the previous order was altered and the second order mentioned 

above was made. Manifestly that left the receiver with a final 

order to pay over the money to one set of persons whereas, sup¬ 

posing hlmaelf to be at liberty to do so, he had paid over the 

money to others. This ma a eerioua situation, but that deci¬ 

sion me sustained by the final decree of the ^supreme Court of 

the United States, under its doctrine recited above that 

restitution must be ssada after a reversal, even though the money 

had bran paid over before a supersedeas took effect. 

This I think answers the whole of Mr* Loom!a1 con¬ 

tention both now and In ha previous letter on this point. It 

also answers completely Ur. bpeera' proposition, which, though 

regarded by him as an independent act, waa no more so than the 

distribution of a fund under a decree afterwards reversed, 

though paid over while no supersedeas me pending. I give ay 

construction of the nature of such supplementary acts in 

another place. 

The same doctrine as above was laid down In 

Arksdelphia v. St. Louis S.»Y. By. Co., 249 U.L., 134, where 

the aupreme Court said (p. 143): 
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"But in our opinion this portion of tha 
claims is allowable against the railway 
companies themselves upon the principle, 
long established and of general application, 
that a party against whom an erroneous judg¬ 
ment or decree has been carried into effect 
is entitled,in the event of a reversal, to 
be restored by his adversary to that which 
he has lost thereby. This right, so well 
founded in equity, has been recognised in 
the practice of the courts of common law from 
an early period. Where plaintiff had judgment 
and execution, and defendant afterwards sued 
out a writ of error, it was regularly a part 
of a judgment of reversal that the plaintiff 
in error 'be restored to all things which he 
hath lost by occasion of the said judgment'; 
and thereupon, in a plain case, a writ of res¬ 
titution issued at once." 

"That a course of action so consistent is one 
proper to be adopted goes without sayihg. It is 
one"of those equitable powers inherent in every 
court of justice so long as it retains control 
of the subject-matter and of the parties, to 
correct that which has been wrongfully done by 
virtue of its process." 

The decision last cited also deals with the case 

of "parties to the proceeding", which was discussed in my 

former letter. For information on that point I quote also 

from the opinion of the Supreme Court, p.146; 

"It is argued that the claimant is not in a 
position to invoke the principle of restitu¬ 
tion in this proceeding because it was not a 
party to the original proceedings, but came in 
'oy intervening before the Master. That point 
is unsubstantial. The railroad commission, in 
defending the rate schedules against the attack 
of the railway companies, represented all ship¬ 
pers; the permanent injunctions that were 
awarded by the final decrees restrained all 
shippers from taking advantage of the commission 
rates; and during the time that those decrees 
remained unreversed the railway companies ob¬ 
tained the benefit of the injunction by exacting 
from this claimant, among others, in addition to 
the commission rates, those excess charges that 
form the basis of the present claims. It is a 
typical case for the application of the principle 
of restitution." 
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So in Hovey v. McDonald, supra, the receiver who 

had disbursed the fund, olaimed that he was not a party to 

the proceedings, but the court held he was. 

That the "stay of proceedings" mentioned in hr.Loomis* 

former letter could have no bearing on this question is also 

illustrated by a recent decision of the uprerae Court of the 

United States in Cumberland Tel.Co.v.Iuo.Gerv,Jomm. ,260 U.S., 

212. In that case there was a motion mads to set aside a 

supersedeas which had been ordered, but the court said (p.512)s 

"So far as the supersedeas, to which the 
motion is directed, is concerned, it had no 
effect, because there was nothing to supersede, 
except an execution for costs, and that was 
suspended by the mere allowance of the appeal. 
There was no decree for money, there was no 
decree at all in favor of the complainants upon 
which execution could,issue." 

Such was the case here. A mere s tatus was created, 

as defined in my former letter, and there was nothing for a 

supersedeas to stay. One might be taXen out in either case,and 

if done further proceedings below would have to wait; but the 

question before us is whether, i_f _i_t were not done, the power 

or authority of the General Assembly is reduced. On that 

question the decision is pertinent. 

It cannot be claimed with an y accuracy that the 

presbytery's "Act of Ordination" was anything more than a 

supplement to the original order granting the Btatus; and 

there is nothing clearer in the law than that a reversal of 

the principal judgment also wipes out tne suosidiary things 

which were done under it between the parties. The ordination 

was essentially a part of the order appealed from and reversed. 

Exactly such was the 'case in each of the cases I have cited. 
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There was the judgment} the appeal, without supersedeas; and 

the act done pursuant, to the judgment. 

Mr.Loomis' illustration of the effect,- or non-effect,- 

of a belated injunction is equally inapropos, and does not 

bear on the subject at all. The law has always been that 

in such a case the one who has lost by the decree is entitled 

to restitution "according to the facts." lie may be entitled 

to lass, by reason of a change of conditions, where he does 

not take steps to prevent them in advance; but an equivalent 

iri damages is always his legal right,. The proposition of 

Mr.Loomis with reference to things done which might have been 

but were not enjoined or stayed is only half the question 

contained in that proposition, and not even a fragment of 

the question involved here. Our Inquiry, is whether the 

judgment of reversal has any less effect because an act has 

been done -pending the appeal, which might have been stayed 

until the final judgment. In answer to his suggestion 1 

quote from Corpus juris 24, the following, which I believe 

completely answers iti 

"'Where defendant does an act which the bill 
seeks to enjoin he acts at his peril, and is 
subject to the power of the court to compel a 
restitution of the s tatus, or to grant such 
other relief as may be proper." 

This doctrine is illustrated by the decision in 

Kansas City Southern Ry.Co.eb ai.v.Southern Trust Co., 

279 Fed.Rep.,801, (decided by the Circuit Court of Appeals 

in the 8th Circuit). 
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The application there was for restitution of cer¬ 

tain railroad property after a sale made before reversal; 

there had been no supersedeas, and in the meantime the 

property involved had been "Junked”, so that there could be 

no restitution in specie. 

The court cited the decision in Arkadelphia v. 

St. Louis S. W. By. Co.» Bupra, and quoted the same language 

we have quoted here above, and proceeded as follows: 

"The sale was made in conformity with the 
decree; no supersedeas having been obtained, 
while the appeal was being prosecuted. As 
it was impossible to operate the road and 
earn the actual operating expenses, the court 
authorised that it may be junked, if the pur¬ 
chaser saw proper to do so, which has been 
done. The junked material, when sold, did 
not realize, after deducting the expenses con¬ 
nected with the junking and cost of sales, the 
price paid by the purchasers. * * * 
In view of these fasts, we concur with the 
conclusions of the learned trial judge that 
the only restitution to be made is by apportion¬ 
ing the purchase money according to the inter¬ 
ests of the parties." 

And there was an award made of one half the gross 

proceeds. 

I take it to be perfectly clear, therefore, If the 

rules of the civil law are to be applied: 

(a) That the General Assembly has the authority 
to "review and reverse"; 

(b) That its reversal completely nullified the 
order appealed from; 

(c) That the applicant for the ministerial 
status holds it subject to the affirmance 
or reversal of the Assembly, and loses it 
completely if reversed; 
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(d) That an act of ordination is no more 
final, if the Judgment be reversed than 
the delivery of property or the payment 
of money under a decree while an appeal 
is pending, though there be no stay, and 
that his right to maintain the status, 
or any right under it, is completely 
extinguished, ipso faoto; and 

(e) That even if no effort be made to set it 
aside, and if the status continues to be 
asserted, it is without right,- legal or 
moral, 

SUMMARY OF THI SITUATION. 

The question to be decided by the Coaiaiusicn is 

this:- Does a reversal by the General Assembly of an order 

by the presbytery admitting an individual to the ministry of 

the Presbyterian Church reverse also an "Act of Ordination” 

conducted by the same presbytery in pursuance of that order; 

there having been no stay order prosecuted in the manner laid 

down in the constitution? 

The contentions that the ordination continues in 

full effect notwithstanding the reversal (in such a case) is 

founded on the following propositions: 

1. That although there is no such provision in 

the constitution ther. is a '’custom" of the church, which 

has the effect to create such a rule bf law; 

2. That the Presbytery retains some vague and unde¬ 

fined "reserved powers", under which it may defy the General 

Assembly. 

3. That a Judgment of the General Assembly revers¬ 

ing the Presbytery's order extends only to so much of it as 
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may be left when the Assembly's order gets there, which may 

easily be nothing; and that it does not affect acts of the same 

Presbytery, in the interest of the same individual, and on the 

same application, although the latter is a direct outcome of 

the former, and can have no existence without it. 

4. That the effect of a judgment of the General 

Assembly is different, as a matter of law, if there is a 

stay order, from the effect of a like judgment if there be no 

stay. 

5a That ther is some kind of a distinction between 

the law of the church and the civil law, by means of which a 

different rule prevails. 

T am assuming that the members of the Commission, 

having been invited by the church to make a report on this 

subject, desire to make a frank and candid one, according 

to the facts, as the commissioners understand them to be, 

on careful investigation. That report is intended to be 

a guide to the General Assembly, and if adopted by the Assem¬ 

bly, then to the whole church as to what the law is. Manifest¬ 

ly such a report is to be non-partisan, leaving it to the 

General Assembly to take care of its ill effects, if any such 

there are. When such a conclusion has been reached, if it 

be approved and adopted by the General Assembly, it is the 

facts, and the law, and not the report of the Commission, 

whose effects may conceivably excite controversy, and thus be 

injurious. To me it seems that even if the result clarifying 
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the law as it is should prove to be a cause of dispute, that 

would not be different if the result had been the opposite. It 

might still gratify one faction; but Mr.Pickwick* s experience 

in endeavoring to placate the two editors, is an analogy, 

For this reason I had hoped that the Commissioners would make 

no report on this burning question, except that it was unable 

to agree, and felt obliged to leave the matter to the General 

Assembly, either to act upon it or postpone it indefinitely, as 

it might determine. 

Assuming for the present however that the commission 

desires to maxe a report, I am unaole to see any escape what¬ 

ever from the position I have already taken, which is indicated 

in part by my former letter, and in part by this letter, and in 

part by my oral remarks to the Commission. 

The underlying question is wnether or not it was in¬ 

tended by the framers of our constitution to confer on the 

General Assembly,- with the power to review and reverse orders 

of the presbyteries,- tne power to maxe those decisions effec¬ 

tual. I called the attention of the Commission to t.ie decision 

in Cohens v.Virginia, in which the opinion was unanimous by 

the whole court, but written by Chief Justice Marshall, in 

which this very question, in its application to the change in 

government of tne United States, was discussed, and the reasons 

for that change given. Judge Marshall said that under the 

Confederation the central authority, while possessing the power 

to make orders, including orders requiring the status co 
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contribute to the public indebtedness, had no power to enforce 

them; that such ordei’s had been in fact made, and certified 

to the states; but in certain cases had not been paid by the 

states. The apportionments in question were admitted to he 

fair, and to be within the authority of the Qentral body, but 

were ineffectual for lack of authority to compel. He said 

that it was the experience of the American people in that re¬ 

spect which had led them to create a "firm union", under which 

that defect should oe remedied; and it was therefore held that 

the constitution authorized the Supreme Court, on entering a 

judgment within its jurisdiction, to compel compliance. In our 

present report it is stated that our church constitution was 

created in the very same year with the change from the confed¬ 

eration to the federal Constitution; that it was done by the 

participation of the same people; they were conscious of the 

like weakness in their own previous federation; it is a plain 

inference that they were interested to bring about the same 

result. 

3y our new constitution there was conferred on the 

General Assembly specific authority to deal with these questions, 

and to make final adjudication. If it was their intention at 

that time to continue the old weakness they had already exper¬ 

ienced, why did they not say so? If this commission reports 

so it will break new ground, and in my opinion invite more 

controversies than it will allay. hy not report that the 

church fathers of that day were taking an active part in the 

public affairs of that day; that they knew the weakness of the 

old system, in church as well as state; that they knew quite 
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well how to use English, and were awa^ e that the instrument 

they were adopting would be construed by the same rules as 

the civil constitution, and, insofar as they did not provide 

otherwise they intended it to be so; that there was not then 

and is not now any independent code of ecclesiastical law 

which could possibly govern. And why not follow that out with¬ 

out evasion, to its legitimate result? "Scabies occupet extremum1, 

says Horace;- "Let the devil take the hindmost". 

I am strenuous about this matter only because v/e are 

called on for an explicit answer, and have decided to give one; 

and there is no other way, and I cannot otherwise preserve my 

self-respect. 

As I said orally, Icannot conceive of an organic body 

in which there iB no organic authority to settle questions re¬ 

lating to the general welfare; and this has especial applica¬ 

tion here, for ministers admitted by the one presbytery acquire 

a status throughout the whole three hundred; and if the General 

Assembly may decide, and review and annul, but the presbyteries 

may refuse compliance, and ministers continue to exercise an 

office to which they have no right except a technical power to 

hold on, then we have anarchy, and not order. 

Submitted for the 
consideration of the Commissioners! 

(Signed) N. G. Koore 
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IMPORTAFT itfOTSJ 

In the foregoing I have been considering only 
the rights and powers of the General Assembly in the abstract, 
without application to past cases. I have no doubt that it 
correctly states the exTect of a reversal, in respect to the 
judgment on order of presbytery and all acts dona under it. 
There is no limit to the power to wipe out chose subsequent 
acts, or the principles stated. And yet I am equally sure 
that the mere reversal does not, ipso facto, set aside an 
act of ordination already complete. This requires action 
for that purpose, either explicitly by the Assembly or by 
the presbytery, Ouch is the rule in courts. Irobably the 
presbytery could be pushed into such action following a re¬ 
versal, if urged in time; but undue delay would operate to 
prevent this. Thus in ray opinion it is too late now to open 
up the ordination in the cases heretofore reversed oy the 
Assembly. Gince the Assembly has power to limit its judg¬ 
ments, I should think there would be little if any danger 
of injustice being done in such cases. 

If the commission is willing to report as to the 
abstract rule as I am sure it is, but to limit its effect 
as indicated in this note, I see no reason shy should 
not concur in the whole report. Otherwise I cannot see 
how I can avoid dissenting, and giving my reasons. 

I think however the paragraph of the report dis¬ 
couraging appeals ought to be omitted. One of the mitigat¬ 
ing circumstHnces, to whose wno are not satisfied, is the 
unrestricted right,- while exercised in good faith,- to 
test the possible changes in the Assembly temper, from time 
to time, in new cases. 

I suggest also that the paragraphs which I criti¬ 
cised as having a partisan tone be omitted or rephrased. 



Authorities Eearing on the Questions before the Special 

Commission of the General Assembly. 

c -Vi? 

In addition to "Constitution of the Presbyterian Church 

in the U.S.A.", the "Digest" and "Manual for Church Officers", the 

Chairman wishes to suggest the following publications as worthy 

of consultation by the Commission insofar as they relate to 

points now under examination. 

"Constitutional History of the Presbyterian Church 

in the U.S.A.", Charles Hodge. 

"Fundamental Christianity", Francis L. Patton 

"The Plan of Salvation", Warfield 

"The Creeds of Christendom", Schaff 

"A History of the Presbyterian Church in the 

United States of America", Robert Ellis Thompson - Chap.Ill and 

appendix. 

"A Popular History of the Presbyterian Church in the 

United States of America", Jacob Harris Patton - Chap.XIV especially 

pages 70 and 114. 

"A History of the Presbyterian Church in America,", 

Richard Webster - especially page 113 on "Necessary and essential". 

"History of the Presbyterian Church", Gillette - revised 

edition, Chaps. IV, V, note especially pages 57, 67, 78. 

"Records of the Presbyterian Church in the United States 

of America", Engle3 Roberta edition. Gives extant minutes of 

Presbytery of Philadelphia to organization of the Synod. 

Gives the minutes of Synod of Philadelphia to 1758. 

Minutes combined Synods 1758-1788. 
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"The Works of Rev. .Mr. Samuel Blair", see especially a 

"Vindication of the Brethren" which relates to the division of 

the Synod. 

"History of the New School", Samuel J. Baird,D.D.Chaps.3,4,5. 

"American Presbyterianism", Briggs- valuable for index, 

references, and quotation of authorities as well as for discussion 

of the question at issue. 

"Division of the Presbyterian Church" by a Committee of 

the Synod of New York. 

"The Princeton Review" 

Vol.X. page 465 - "Orgin and History of the 

Constitution of the Church". 

Vol. XXX page 670 - "The Confession of Faith - in 

what sense to be adopted". 

Vol. XXXVII. page 271 - much quoted article by 

Charles Hodge. 

Vol. XXXIX. pages 440, 493, 498 - report and debate on 

Reunion. Also review of article in Bibliotheca Sacra on the 

"Doctrine of the New School Presbyterian Church", by George Duffield. 

Vol. XL. pages 417, 420, 438, 609, 611, 612. 

"The Right3 of Presbyteries not to be annulled by any 

assumed Authority of the General Assembly: Their Relations to each 

other defined by Dr. Hodge in the Princeton Review", anonymous 

pamphlet, N.Y. 1896. 

"Christianity and Liberalism", Machen 

"Twelve Great Questions about Christ", Macartney 



"Minutes of the Sessions of the Assembly of Divines" 

"Minutes of the Commission of the General Assembly of 

the Church of Scotland", 

"Lightfoot's Journal" 

"Letters and Journals", Baillie 

"Notes of Debates", Gillespie 

"History of Westminster Assembly", Hetherington 

"The Westminster Assembly", Mitchell 

Perhaps other titles will be added later. 
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Subjects to be considered by the Special Commission 

of the General Assembly. 

I. Relative Authority of Presbytery and General Assembly. 

What were the essential elements of Presbyterianism in 

its original conception? 

Was the Presbytery or Classis an independent entity in 

the opinion of the reformers and was the Presbyterian system 

deemed to be in operation where Presbytery or Classis existed? 

What significance, if any, is to be attached to the fact 

that in the Westminster Assembly of Divines the name Presbytery 

was applied to something which corresponds rather loosely to our 

Session? 

What precisely was the system of Church courts defined 

by the Westminster Assembly and only partially applied in England? 

Did this system represent an advance over earlier 

conceptions of Presbyterianism? 

Was our earlier Presbyterian organization in America 

modeled after the plan proposed by the Westminster Assembly or 

was it affected by possible modifications of that plan in Scotland 

and Ireland? 

With Reference to the Powers of Presbytery in Licensure 

and Ordination. 

Was Presbyterian practice derived in principle from the 

prevailing institution of Episcopal authorization whereby a Bishop 

confirmed ministerial rights? 
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Is any light to he thrown upon "the Episcopal powers 

of the Presbytery" by a study of the Episcopacy as it existed in 

the Catholic Church before the Reformation and as modified later 

by the Church of England? 

What is the nature and history of licensure as dis- 

tinquished from ordination? 

Is it a fact that under our constitution licensure can 

be revoked at any time by vote of the body conferring it,without 

any other legal process? 

Can an ordination be revoked in the same way! if not what 

additional process is necessary to annul the authority conferred 

by such ordination? 

If it be found that a complaint to a higher court would 

lie against the action of Presbytery in licensing a candidate 

would -it follow that a similar complaint would lie against the 

action of Presbytery in ordaining a candidate? 

Is licensure' of such a character that a higher court has 
flM 

constitutional authority to direct revocation of «n ordination; 

if not what are the limits of the authority which a higher court 

may exercise over a Presbytery in regard to an ordination which the 

higher court may disapprove? 

How is the question of the authority of a higher court 

to hear an appeal from the action of a Presbytery in licensing or 
Wax. MUuXSi 

ordaining a candidate^affected by the fact that^makes only limited 

provision for a record transcript of the candidate's examination? 

What is the significance of the following provisoj'Chap. 

XIV, section IV;"provided, that if the examination in Theology be 

unsatisfactory to one fourth of the Presbyters present, they may 
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demand a further examination, in writing, on questions proposed by 

them, and by the Presbytery, questions and answers to be filed by 

the Presbytery"? 

What is the purpose of such an official written record? 

Is it provided for in view of a possible appeal? 

If so, could it be inferred that, in an instance where 

such a demand is not made by one fourth of the members of a 

Presbytery and such a writen record of the examination in Theology 

has not been made, an appeal from the action of the Presbytery is 

not permissible? 

With Reference to Powers of Superior Courts in Regard to 

"Review and Control". 

What was the original understanding of this phrase as 

interpreted by the early practice of the Church in America and in 

Europe? 

Is the power of "review and control" a general power 

which covers the authority exercised by a superior court in response 

to a complaint or an appeal, or is it a specific power relating to 

the records and to the methods of procedure of an inferior court? 

II. Meaning of the Phrase "Essential and Necessary Articles" and 

the Right of Church Courts to Specify and Define Such Articles. 

What light is thrown upon this question by the 

controversies over "subscription" both in the Westminster Assembly 

and in the English, Scotch and Irish churches afterward? 

What were the specific points in dispute when the adopting 

act was passed in 172S and which were meant to be excluded by this 

phrase "essential and necessary articles"? 
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To what extent, if any, did attitude on the general 

question of "subscription" affect the minds of members of The Synod? 

The adopting act specifies that The Synod as well as the 

Presbytery may pass on the question as to whether an article is 

"essential and necessary'!. In view of the fact that The Synod was 

not a constitutional body, vvas this power to decide regarding 
r 

"essential and necessary articles" transferred to ourAsuperior 

courts which exist under constitutional authority and limitation? 

Is it a correct principle of interpretation that one 

part of the Constitution must be understood in relation to all 

its other parts? More specifically: is the general grant of power 

to the General Assembly to decide "in all controversies respecting 

doctrine and discipline" (Form of Government. Chap. XII. Sec.V.) 

limited^or In any other way modified^by the terms of subscription 

in the constitutional provisions for ordination? (Form of Government 

Chap. XV. Sec.XII and elsewhere) 
A». •'dt- 

IS a declaration^by the General Assembly under its, 

constitutional warrant for "bearing testimony" that a oertaj-n^ . a ,» 

doctrine is "essential and necessary'^ sufficient ground for deciding^ ^ 

that an accused minister has violated his ordination vows? 

Is the above a sufficient ground for deciding in a judicial 

case that a Presbytery^in licensing or in ordaining a candidate ? 

Has a superior court in a judicial case an nippwftl- authority 

to declare generally,that any article or articles are "essential and 

necessary" or must it pass on the specific case to the effect that 

the views of the accused in view of all the circumstances and the 

sense in which he holds them and the manner in which he promulgates 

them^iSjOr is not^entitled to continue in the exercise of his officer 


